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Picture Archiving and Communication Systems:
A Systematic Review of Published Studies of Diagnostic Accuracy,
Radiology Work Processes, Outcomes of Care, and Cost
PREFACE
“The convergence of healthcare technology and telecommunications technology
offers an extraordinary opportunity to expand the availability and affordability of
modern healthcare. Whether it is long-distance video-conferencing with specialists,
the transmission of images or data, the availability of patient information, or medical
education materials on the Internet, telemedicine expands access to healthcare” (FCC, 1996).
The experience of private industry in the last decade suggests that a robust information technology
infrastructure is an essential element for managing a complex organization. Many private
industries also recognized that, in order to capture the potential benefits of sophisticated
information technologies, they needed to deploy them in an environment that supported complex
changes in organizational culture and work process re-engineering (Clyburn, 1996).
The veterans health care system is now in a period of transition. System-wide efforts are
underway to re-engineer the structure and work processes of the organization, guided by a strategic
plan to transform VA into an integrated health care system that provides convenient, responsive
high-quality care in a cost-effective manner. Information systems have been described as the
“bricks and mortar” which will hold the health care system together in the future (Kizer, 1996).
New information technologies, particularly selected applications of telemedicine (“medicine at a
distance”), are being implemented to support organizational change. These technologies offer VA
the potential to enhance the quality of care, to improve access to care, and to control costs.
Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) are high-speed, graphical, computer
network systems for the storage, retrieval , and display of radiologic images. Within a single
organization, they may be installed as a “mini-PACS” in a specialty department (often radiology,
the ER, or an ICU) or may be integrated into a hospital-wide information system. With the
development of integrated health care systems supported by the appropriate information
infrastructures, PACS can be implemented over distant networks to provide remote access to
patient information and to support one of the most promising forms of telemedicine, teleradiology.
There are many legislative, licensing, legal, and reimbursement issues related to the use of PACS,
teleradiology, and telemedicine that need to be resolved. The federal government, private industry,
and members of the national and international scientific and legal communities are working to help
resolve these issues. As initiatives continue to upgrade the existing infrastructure and to remove
obstacles to implementation, telemedicine applications and related technologies are evolving
rapidly. VA continues to play a major role in the development and dissemination of medical
information technologies.
VA recognizes the continuing need to evaluate these emerging technologies from a broad range of
perspectives, to ensure that veterans continue to receive safe, high quality health care throughout
this period of transition. VA has provided support for assessments of a variety of telemedicine and
other information technologies. The attached report, a systematic review of the literature regarding
the use of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) in a clinical setting, was
prepared in response to requests by VA’s Office of Research and Development and the Hybrid
Open Systems Technology Program.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Purpose
Historically, VA has played a major role in the dissemination of information technology into
medicine as part of its coordinated efforts to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its health
care delivery system. To support these efforts, the Office of Research & Development of the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) requested that the Management Decision and Research Center
(MDRC) define significant issues and frame potential future research questions related to the use of
picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) in clinical settings. This document will also
clarify for VA decision makers what is known, and not known, about the impact of PACS when
used in a clinical setting.
Methods
The MDRC performed a systematic review of the published evidence about the clinical
performance and economics of PACS. A systematic review uses a rigorous scientific approach to
limit bias, and provides evidence-based conclusions. This review complements the technical
research and development efforts already underway within VA.
Significant Evaluation Questions
We identified published research that addressed four critical questions about the use of PACS in
clinical settings:
1. How does the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting digital images on a workstation or printed
to film (either or both available with PACS) compare with that of conventional
film-screen radiology?
2. How does work process efficiency in a PACS environment compare with that of a
conventional, largely film-based, radiology department?
3. What are the effects of PACS on clinical care and patient outcomes?
4. What cost savings accrue from changes in processes and outcomes of care that can be
attributed to PACS?
Findings
Rapidly changing technologies that are embedded in the organizational infrastructure are inherently
challenging to assess. It is particularly difficult when the technology itself is ill-defined. PACS
vary widely in their configuration and in their use within organizations. This diversity has
contributed to difficulties in developing methods to assess PACS that are broadly applicable to
multiple settings, and suggests that many study findings may be difficult to generalize to other
settings.
While many published articles express enthusiasm about the potential for PACS and related
technologies, few provide scientifically sound evidence of clinical effectiveness, efficiency, and
cost-effectiveness. Only 3% of the reviewed literature contained evidence which could be included
in this report. The findings of our systematic review are summarized below.
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Diagnostic accuracy: safe and accurate functioning needs to be established before studies of
clinical and organizational impact become appropriate. Most of the clinical studies of PACS
identified in the literature search addressed the issue of diagnostic accuracy.
•

published evidence did not consistently show that the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging
(read on a PACS workstation or printed to film) was equal to that of conventional X-ray film.

•

recent improvements in digital imaging technology are reflected in research findings.

Work process efficiency: few studies examined work processes in radiology, identified
bottlenecks, or reported work process changes related to installing a PACS.
•

compared with conventional film management, PACS appeared to save time when generating,
retrieving, and delivering images.

•

overall, physicians did not obtain the results of imaging exams any sooner with PACS than
with film, despite the fact that the information was actually available 50 minutes sooner with
PACS than with film. Only one high quality study addressed this issue.

•

in the same study, the use of PACS workstations did reduce the time between image
acquisition and the start of treatment for a subgroup of patients (thought to be newly admitted
or emergent cases). The study suggested that the clinicians saved time by interpreting more of
the images themselves, rather than consulting with radiologists. The accuracy of their
interpretations was not studied.

•

PACS can reduce problems with missing images. Significantly fewer images are “lost” with a
PACS than with conventional film.

•

contrary to concerns about possible slowdowns when reading images on computer screens,
most studies (5 of 6) reported that images were interpreted on workstations as quickly, or more
quickly, as from film.

•

user-friendly workstation design and appropriate user training are significant issues in a PACS
environment.

•

an unintended consequence of “filmless” radiology is that computer maintenance, back-up, and
support become mission-critical elements of patient care delivery.

Impact on patient outcomes: no high quality published studies demonstrated that the use of
PACS improved patient outcomes. Demonstrating changes in patient outcomes attributable to
diagnostic imaging is known to be difficult.
Impact on cost: the recent published literature includes few empirical economic evaluations of
PACS. The economic literature consisted largely of discussions of hypothetical cost savings and
simulations (models) of potential impacts of PACS on costs.
•

most of the empirical research consisted of cost identification studies done from the perspective
of the radiology department. Their use of ad hoc methodologies limited the usefulness of their
findings.

•

two published reviews of early economic evaluations of PACS demonstrated that there was
wide variation in the reported costs and benefits of PACS, with no consistency in the
conclusion as to if, or which, PACS would be less costly or more cost-effective than
conventional film imaging. Equipment costs and types of personnel costs included in the
studies were the major sources of variance.
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•

no recent economic evaluations were identified which met the inclusion criteria of this report.
Recent empirical studies of PACS costs demonstrated a continued use of ad hoc methodologies
and simulation, despite the increased availability of evaluable PACS installations, increased
maturity of the technology, and increased emphasis on the need to perform high-quality
economic evaluations in health care.

•

the literature did reflect a growing awareness of the complexity of the evaluation process
needed for medical informatics technologies such as PACS. It further suggested that studies
using improved methodologies are underway, and should be concluded in the near future.
These will hopefully provide useful data to guide policy and research.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Published data do reflect the changing nature of the technology and the complexity of implementing
and assessing infrastructure changes. In some cases, published studies also suggest how to ask
the appropriate questions and how to design stronger studies. However, the published
evidence does not answer critical questions about the productivity, efficiency or
cost-effectiveness of PACS.
Suggested areas for further planning and research include:
•

clarify and disseminate strategic goals and objectives for VA telemedicine activities.

•

strengthen the oversight and coordination of PACS and other telemedicine activities
within VA and among federal agencies. The design and implementation of coordinated multisite assessments of PACS should be included in these efforts.

•

further integrate management and economic research methods into PACS assessments to better
capture the costs and effects. The literature suggests that we are beginning to understand how
to study information technologies, and some useful techniques have been developed in the
fields of economics and organizational research. Implicit in this is the need to strengthen the
working relationships among health care economists, management researchers,
and clinical researchers within VA.

•

practice evidence-based decision-making and purchasing. Require (and fund) more
rigorous evaluation of effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, before broadly disseminating
PACS.

•

assess information technologies from an institutional perspective. Many cost
evaluations reflect the traditional focus of information systems and capital expenses on
individual departments (usually radiology). In an integrated health care delivery system, the
costs and potential benefits associated with PACS, and with the information infrastructure
upgrades needed for their implementation, are likely to be system-wide.

•

continue to support test beds for the refinement and evaluation of commercial
PACS and in-house image management systems. While the technology appears to be
well-aligned with the mission and strategic objectives of our health care system, credible
empirical evidence of efficiency, effectiveness, or economic benefit are still needed.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

PACS and its significance to VA
Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) are computerized information systems
for the management of medical imaging. Although PACS vary widely in equipment
configuration and clinical application, they all integrate subsystems designed to acquire,
store, distribute and electronically display medical images (Tucker, 1995). Proponents have
looked to advanced computer technologies, such as PACS, to increase the efficiency of
radiology services, and to improve the quality of care while reducing costs. Several
characteristics of radiology services that appear to support this vision, along with some
underlying assumptions, are listed below:
•

Radiology is resource-intensive, with diagnostic imaging comprising about 5% of the
national health expenditure in industrialized countries (Banta and Luce, 1993).
(assumption: Increased efficiencies could lead to substantial savings.)

•

Diagnostic imaging is ordered to provide physicians with information needed to make
diagnostic and treatment decisions for selected conditions.
(assumption: More rapid access to imaging results could lead to quicker diagnosis and
clinical action, shorter length of stay, improved patient outcomes, and reduced costs.)

•

Even basic radiology data can be generated by computer and stored directly into
computers. Nearly a third of the imaging now done in the U.S. is generated by
computerized equipment such at CT, MRI, nuclear medicine, and ultrasound scanners.
(assumption: Radiology is already partly computerized. Full computerization could
integrate the service, streamline work flow, and reduce costs.)

Historically, VA has played a major role in the integration and dissemination of information
technology into medicine. Consistent with this history, VA decision makers are being asked
to fund the purchase of a variety of PACS and related medical information systems. Several
types of PACS are already in use within VA, and new PACS are being acquired and installed
at many VA Medical Centers.
VA has also developed its own image management system, the VISTA (Veterans Health
Information Systems and Technology Architecture) Integrated Imaging System. This
system, which is still being refined and evaluated, includes a complete infrastructure for the
collection, storage, and retrieval of images, and linkage to patient information within the
hospital’s integrated information system. The VISTA Integrated Imaging System can be
used alone or can be interfaced with commercial PACS to archive images, to integrate them
with the evolving electronic patient medical record, and to provide access to images from
workstations throughout VA (Dayhoff, 1997). VA and the Department of Defense (DoD) are
currently involved in several collaborative telemedicine efforts that include integrating PACS
into their systems for patient care delivery. VA has identified an integrated information
system as a key component in the transformation of its health care system (Kizer, 1996).
System-wide implementation of PACS, along with the needed infrastructure upgrades,
represents a multimillion dollar resource commitment for VA. VA leadership, along with
other health care planners worldwide, recognizes the need to evaluate PACS to inform
decision making and purchasing (Banta and Luce, 1993; Keen, 1994; Enning, 1994).
Assessments of PACS are presently being conducted at the West Los Angeles VAMC, at the
Philadelphia VAMC, and at the Baltimore VAMC. As part of VA’s evaluation efforts, the
MTA95-001-01
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Office of Research & Development requested that the Management Decision and Research
Center (MDRC) frame questions for potential future service-directed research.
In respond to this request, the MDRC conducted a systematic review of the literature to
define significant issues, and to record the existing knowledge on those issues. The Office of
Research & Development coordinated this effort with the Hybrid Open Systems Technology
Program (HOST). Based on the systematic review’s findings, both programs acknowledged
the need for and supported the production of a cost analysis template. The template will be
disseminated by the MDRC in a companion document to this report.
B.

Significant issues in the clinical use of PACS
This report is based on a review of the published scientific literature. It focuses on studies
that provided empirical data, rather than opinion, regarding PACS’ impact on diagnostic
accuracy, clinical care, and organizational performance. Specifically, the significant issues
selected by the MDRC for review include:
1. How does the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting digital images on a workstation or
printed to film (either or both available with PACS) compare with that of conventional
film-screen radiology?
2. How does work process efficiency in a PACS environment compare with that of a
conventional, largely film-based, radiology department?
3. What are the effects of PACS on clinical care and patient outcomes?
4. What cost savings accrue from changes in processes and outcomes of care that can be
attributed to PACS?
This topic selection reflects both the content of the published literature as well as the MDRC’s
charge to identify important technology assessment issues in the field. The literature
synthesis will summarize the best available empirical evidence in published findings, and will
complement the technical research and development efforts already underway within VA.
Underlying the selection of critical issues is Donabedian’s model of the relationships between
quality, cost, and health. Donabedian (1982) defined two types of efficiency in health care.
Clinical efficiency relates to the strategy of care chosen by the physician. The most clinically
efficient care produces the best quality of care per dollar spent. Production efficiency refers
to processes related to how the services are produced. This includes activities such as
reporting of findings to providers, or the use of personnel with the appropriate level of
training for a task. Improvements in production efficiency allow for the delivery of the
current level of quality at lower cost, or for the production of more care with no change in
quality or cost. The largest increments of health (or more quality) per dollar of expenditure
are gained by increasing both clinical efficiency and production efficiency. This model
assumes that better structures and processes result in better outcomes, and that resources
freed up by improved structures or processes are used to provide more or better health care
(Persson, 1993).
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C.

Challenges in assessing PACS and other medical information technologies
Clinical applications of PACS are designed to improve both clinical care and organizational
processes. While some technical aspects of system performance can be measured directly, it
is difficult to design studies that show relationships between the installation of a PACS and
measurable changes in organizational process or clinical outcomes. The literature confirms
that PACS, like other applications of medical informatics technologies, have been difficult to
evaluate. Reasons for this include:
•

medical information technologies should be assessed on multiple levels:
-

technical capabilities (assessment of PACS components as a set of hardware,
software, and infrastructure tools),
as an integrated system performing a clinical task, and
as an integral part of the health care delivery system (a tool used to support
improvement in the clinical and production activities in partnership with patients,
providers, and the organization);

-

II.

•

classical randomized clinical trials, the “gold standard” for evaluation, are rarely feasible
for systems such as a PACS, which are very costly to install, require extensive
infrastructure development, and impact multiple levels of an organization;

•

the diversity in both equipment architectures and clinical implementations makes the
technology itself difficult to define;

•

PACS and related infrastructure technologies are rapidly evolving; evaluation becomes an
iterative process in which early assessment findings are used to guide systems
improvements, which must then be reevaluated (“moving target” problem).

METHODS

The MDRC performed a systematic review of the published literature. A systematic review uses a
structured approach that is designed to limit bias and to improve the accuracy of the conclusions
that can be drawn from the available published information (Guyatt, 1995).
An overview of the protocol used for this report is presented below. Appendix 1 contains a
detailed discussion of the methodology. Technical terms used in the report are defined in the
Glossary.
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Figure 1. Systematic Review Protocol
A. Define a focused clinical question
B . Use appropriate and explicit inclusion criteria
1 . General criteria for all studies:
• English language articles reporting primary data obtained in a clinical setting,
or a high quality review of such articles;
• study design and methods clearly described;
• study not superseded by subsequent publication with the same purpose from same group;
• publication date of 1990 or later, to reflect the capabilities of current technology.
2 . Studies of diagnostic accuracy must also meet most or all of the evidence-based medicine
criteria for studies of diagnostic tests (Hayes and Sackett, 1995):
• clearly identified comparison groups, one or more of which is free of the target disorder;
• either an objective diagnostic standard or a contemporary clinical diagnostic standard with
demonstrably reproducible criteria for subjectively interpreted components;
• interpretation of the test without knowledge of the diagnostic standard result;
• interpretation of the diagnostic standard without knowledge of the test result.
3 . Studies of cost must meet the general inclusion criteria, and must also meet Stage II economic
evaluation criteria as defined by the Health Economics Research Group (Sculpher et al., 1995).
Stage I, Early Developmental: to assess the potential cost-effectiveness of a new technology.
• begin after making preliminary identification of possible links between process and outcome;
• use a range of methods, including systematic reviews, ad hoc surveys, and early patient data, if
available;
• data sources and study designs likely to provide weak evidence.
Stage II, Maturing Innovation: to make preliminary estimate of cost-effectiveness.
• undertaken when patient based data on costs and outcomes is more available;
• usually uses uncontrolled clinical series, small RCTs, and modeling techniques with sensitivity
analyses;
• data sources and study designs will not provide strong evidence.
Stage III, Innovation Close to Diffusion: to collect key data for cost-effectiveness
analysis.
• modeling techniques may be used to build framework for the synthesis;
• may incorporate economic data collection into RCTs;
• may synthesize effectiveness data from RCTs together with economic data from other sources;
• data sources will provide strong evidence of effectiveness, but evidence may not be generalizable
to other settings.
Stage IV, Moving into Routine Clinical Practice: to apply Stage III findings to regular
clinical practice, and to local settings.
• may require long-term data collection, and may not be feasible or justified;
• would provide the strongest evidence of cost-effectiveness in a clinical setting.
C. Conduct a comprehensive literature search
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D. Appraise the validity of the individual studies in a reproducible manner
1 . General criteria for all studies:
apply inclusion criteria as described above.
2 . Studies of diagnostic accuracy are then rated using a methodologic quality rating:
Grade A, high quality evidence: based on studies with broad generalizability with no
significant flaws in their research methods;
Grade B, good quality evidence: based on studies with a narrower spectrum of
generalizability and with only a few, well-described, flaws in their research methods;
Grade C, weak evidence: based on studies with several flaws in their research methods,
small sample size, or incomplete reporting;
Grade D, non-contributory evidence: based on studies with multiple flaws in research
methods or reports of opinions unsubstantiated by data.
3 . Studies of processes and outcomes of care are first evaluated based on their study
design, and those providing the strongest evidence of a relationship between the intervention and
the outcome of interest are included:
Firm evidence: based on RCTs or systematic reviews of RCTs;
Moderately firm evidence: based on prospective cohort studies;
Highly suggestive evidence: based on historical cohort studies;
Moderately suggestive evidence: based on case-control studies;
Suggestive evidence: based on cross-sectional studies;
Speculative evidence: based on case histories and anecdotes.
4 . Work process studies that measured time to perform tasks are further rated based on the
strength of the technique used to perform the measurements:
Most accurate: time and motion studies;
Highly accurate with sufficient number of observations: activity sampling;
Less accurate than measurements by external observer: self-recording or self-reporting;
Fairly accurate: administrative data analysis.
5 . Economic evaluations that meet the general inclusion criteria and the criteria for a Stage II
economic evaluation defined by the Health Economics Research Group are then appraised according
to the design(s) of the underlying studies from which the data used in the analyses were derived.
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III. OVERVIEW OF PACS AND DIGITAL IMAGING

A.

Historical Perspective
Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) are high speed computer network
systems for the management of medical imaging. PACS vary in size and configuration, but
all provide the following capabilities:
•

storage of digitized radiology images into a central image database (archiving);

•

access to these images from computer workstations;

•

rapid transmission of images from the radiology acquisition devices to the archive and
from the archive to the workstation (Bakker, 1988).

First introduced in 1982, PACS were made feasible by advances in two fields: medical
imaging and information technology. Since the invention of computed-emission tomography
(CT) in the early 1970’s, there has been an increasing reliance on computers, rather than
x-ray film, to produce radiological images. Recent advances in microcomputer technology
and telecommunication capabilities have created the opportunity to evolve new systems for
storing and using medical images, and for integrating them into administrative and clinical
information systems.
A fully integrated information system is considered a key infrastructure requirement in an
efficient and effective health care system. PACS can support the integration of imaging into
the information infrastructure on many levels. A “mini-PACS” can be used within one
department, usually radiology, an ER, or an ICU. Larger PACS can support the wide
distribution of radiology images, and can integrate imaging into a Hospital Information
System (HIS) or into computer-based patient records. PACS can be used over networks to
connect patients, providers, and facilities over great distances. This last application, called
teleradiology (radiology at a distance), is being explored as a way to increase access to care.
The size and configuration of each PACS installation can be customized because PACS are
actually comprised of equipment subsystems networked together (Becker, 1994).
Equipment choices, the structure of the connecting network, and the level of integration of
imaging into other information systems can all vary. The heterogeneity of PACS equipment
and the variability in the level of integration of PACS into the organization’s electronic
information system have contributed to the difficulty in evaluating PACS.
B.

Digital imaging background
A brief overview of digital imaging is included to help clarify some issues discussed in the
literature review.
Historically, radiologic images were made by radiating photographic film. This produced
high contrast images which were viewed on a backlit view box, often located in a dedicated
“reading room.” These conventional film images are fundamentally different from the digital
images produced by computer systems. Conventional x-ray film images can display any
value of light intensity and can show any amount of separation between objects. They
contain information that can vary continuously. This is known as analog information.
Computers use digital information. They store and process information in discrete numeric
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units, that is, as discontinuous pieces of information. For computers to process image
information, analog (continuous) signals must be converted to digital information. The
design of the digital image capture and display systems help to determine just how closely the
digital data can represent the original analog signal.
The more information (bits) associated with each picture element (pixel), the more closely the
computer image can approximate an analog image. One bit associated with one pixel can
represent two values, black and white. Two bits can distinguish four values: black, white,
and 2 shades of gray, 8 bits = 256 gray levels, and so on. If color is used in the image, more
bits per pixel are needed.
Two parameters commonly used for comparing image quality are spatial resolution and
contrast resolution. Spatial resolution, the ability to show physical separation between
objects, is determined by the number of pixels per square inch. Contrast resolution, the
ability to distinguish small differences in intensity, is determined by the number of bits
per pixel.
Digital images can be displayed on a workstation for viewing as “soft copy.” Imaging
workstations may be categorized based on display capabilities: low-resolution
(512 x 512 pixels); medium-resolution (approximately 1000 x 1000-1600 pixels); and
high-resolution (approximately 2000 x 2000-2500 pixels or greater). Workstations also vary
in the capabilities they offer users to adjust the displayed image (such as the ability to
magnify, or to change the contrast or brightness settings). Digital images can also be laserprinted to film. This “hard copy” of the digital image resembles a conventional x-ray film,
and is read on a light box like a conventional x-ray film.
C.

Alternatives to PACS
Clinical evaluations of PACS are typically based on comparisons to the traditional alternative
technology, a conventional radiology system with analog film being viewed on a light box
and stored in a file room.
Some studies include comparisons among PACS workstation imaging, conventional film,
and digital images laser-printed to film (or between any two of these three). Although PACS
could be used with laser-printing equipment and all imaging could be printed to film, many of
the hypothetical benefits of PACS are based on the assumption that images would be viewed
on workstations and stored electronically, creating a truly “film-less” radiology service.

D.

Standards and reimbursement
High performance computing and communications technologies, including PACS, have the
potential to increase access to health care, reduce costs, and improve efficiency. When
implementing such technologies, health care delivery systems are confronted with the need to
address the implications of these technologies regarding compliance with privacy laws,
licensing and credentialing regulations, data ownership, malpractice liability, and
reimbursement processes (Bradham, Morgan, and Dailey, 1995). Many of these issues are
being actively addressed by legislative and regulatory bodies and also by professional and
provider organizations. A discussion of the societal implications of telemedicine and related
technologies is presented in the Telemedicine Report to Congress (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1997).
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Provider and equipment standards for remote radiology were developed by the American
College of Radiology (ACR, 1994). They recommended that the physician providing an
official image interpretation should have documented training in diagnostic radiology and an
understanding of the digital imaging technology, equipment, and processes. They further
recommended that physicians maintain licensure at both the transmitting and receiving sites
when interpreting images remotely. Equipment recommendations included the use of a 2K x
2K x 12 bits array or better for digitizing an image, and a 2K x 2K x 8 bits array or better for
workstation displays to be used to produce the official reading of digitized radiographic films
and computed radiography. A 0.5K x 0.48K x 8 bits array or better was recommended for
small-matrix systems such at CT and MRI.
In 1995, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) approved physician
reimbursement for the interpretation of electronically transmitted radiological images, if the
interpretation contributed to patient diagnosis or treatment and if the physician was licensed to
perform the service in the state in which it is furnished (Federal Register, December 8,
1995). HCFA has left it up to the individual insurance carriers to decide whether to
reimburse for teleradiology and similar services not requiring face-to-face consultation with
the patient (HCFA, 1997).
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IV. RESULTS OF THE LITERATURE SEARCH AND APPLICATION OF
INCLUSION CRITERIA
Six hundred thirty five unique citations and abstracts were screened by the authors of this report.
Copies of full articles were obtained for those citations judged to be potentially relevant. Twenty
two articles (3.5% of those identified in the search) met the inclusion criteria for this report. The
eligible articles fell into two broad categories: assessing PACS as a diagnostic tool used in a clinical
setting (assessment of diagnostic accuracy), and assessing PACS as an infrastructure element
(assessing the impact on production efficiency, clinical performance, or systems costs). Overall,
the included studies yielded the following numbers of observations about these issues:
Table 1. Classification of the literature by main topic(s) studied*
Research Issues

Comparison

# of Observations

Assessment of PACS as a diagnostic tool used in a clinical setting
Diagnostic accuracy

• conventional film vs. digital image viewed on
workstation

11

• conventional film vs. digital image printed to film

6

• digital image printed to film vs. digital image
viewed on workstation

4

Assessment of PACS as an infrastructure component
Process efficiency

Patient care / outcomes

Cost [savings]

• time to generate and deliver images

2

• time to retrieve recent images

4

• time to retrieve older images

2

• time to first encounter with imaging information

1

• time to interpret images

6

• ability to access images (PACS down time)

1

• percent of images lost

1

• time to initiate clinical action

1

• effect on outcomes of care

0

• high-quality reviews of early economic evaluations

2

• high-quality Stage II economic evaluations

0

Total number of observations

41 (in 22 eligible studies)

*Note that studies addressing multiple issues are counted in all categories studied

Diagnostic accuracy studies comprise most of the literature reporting primary empirical data on the
clinical application of PACS (Table 1). This is an expected finding. Research is first done to learn
if a technology is accurate enough to justify its use in a clinical setting, then studies of the clinical
and organizational impact (including cost) are undertaken.
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The distribution the types of studies in the PACS literature is consistent with a recent analysis of
telemedicine literature. Tohme (1996) reported that a bibliographic search revealed that most of the
published literature on telemedicine consisted of discussions of the potential of the technology and
methods or planning pieces. Empirical tests of telemedicine in a clinical setting, using any study
design, accounted for less than 30% of the literature. Four percent of published studies evaluated
organizational issues, and only 2% studied costs.

V.

PUBLISHED FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The following section of the report is organized by topic. The discussion of each significant issue
is accompanied by tables containing an overview of the evidence provided by studies that met the
inclusion criteria. If a study addressed more than one of the questions relevant to this report, it
was included in more than one table. Where published quality standards were identified, studies
were graded for methodologic quality. Full data collection tables, from which the overview tables
were derived, are presented in the appendices along with the methodologic quality grading tables.
A.

ISSUE 1: How does the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging compare with
that of conventional film-screen imaging?
1. Published findings
From the articles retrieved, 15 reports were identified which met the inclusion criteria for
studies of the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging. Overview tables summarize the
diagnostic studies that compared:
•

conventional film to digital images viewed as soft copy on workstations (Table 2);

•

conventional film to digital images viewed as hard copy on film (Table 3); and

•

hard copy to soft copy of digital images (Table 4).

Appendix 2 contains the full data collection tables from which Tables 2 through 4 were
derived. The appendix also contains a table classifying the quality of these 15 studies
(Table A2.4).
None of the identified studies were classified as Grade A, that is, a study with broad
generalizability to a variety of patients and no significant flaws in the research methodology.
The most common methodologic problems identified were: limited spectrum of patients
(typically over-representation of selected disease states); retrospective study design; and
insufficient size to detect differences in accuracy if they truly existed.
Most of the studies of diagnostic accuracy used receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves to analyze performance. This is a particularly useful analytic method, because it
explicitly acknowledges the role of the observer in the process of image interpretation. Any
imaging technology used for making a diagnosis requires (at present) that a human observer
interprets the image. The ability to interpret an image varies over time for individual readers,
and varies among readers.
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Conventional film versus digital images viewed on a workstation: Table 2
summarizes the 11 studies that compared conventional film to digital images viewed as soft
copy on a workstation. Most of the studies published from 1990 to the present assessed
moderate or high-resolution imaging.
One recent study assessed the diagnostic performance of low-resolution workstations for use
with chest and bone images. The study findings did not support the use of low-resolution
monitors for making primary diagnoses (Paakala, 1991).
The results from studies using moderate resolution equipment were mixed, and no consistent
relationship between methodologic quality and the study findings was noted. Ackerman
(1993) and Goldberg (1993) both reported that the overall accuracy of interpretations was
significantly higher for conventional film than for workstation interpretation. Scott (1995)
reported that, while overall accuracy was significantly higher for conventional film than for
workstation images, these differences varied with the diagnostic difficulty of the disorder and
with the training of the reader. Korsoff (1995) found that moderate-resolution workstations
were equivalent to convention film for the primary diagnosis of selected pulmonary diseases,
but that the workstations studied were not adequate for the primary diagnosis of selected
subtle diseases. Using somewhat higher-resolution equipment, studies by Elam (1992) and
DeCorato (1995) reported equivalent accuracy for conventional film and workstation
interpretation of a variety of image types. However, Slasky (1990) and Thaete (1994), in the
two studies graded to have only a few methodologic flaws (Grade B), reported that
conventional film was either equivalent to, or more accurate than, workstation imaging.
Their relative accuracy depended on the nature of the diagnosis being made.
Findings with high-resolution workstations (approximately 2K x 2K pixel matrices) also
varied. Using pediatric images, Franken (1992) reported “no appreciable difference” in
accuracy of interpretation between conventional film and images viewed on a high-resolution
workstation. Using adult chest images, which contain more information than the small
pediatric images, Cox (1990) found that the accuracy of conventional film was either better,
worse, or equivalent to that of workstation images, depending on the disorder being
diagnosed.
Conventional film versus digital images printed to film: Table 3 summarizes the
6 studies that compared conventional film and digital images printed to film. Studies
assessed the performance of systems using approximately 2K x 2K or better digital image
resolution.
Findings were mixed. Conventional film outperformed full-sized digital film, but was
equivalent to 2/3 sized digital film, in the study by Kondoh (1994) which contained multiple
methodologic flaws (Grade D). Slasky (1990) and Thaete (1994), the two most rigorously
designed studies identified (Grade B), reported that relative accuracy of convention versus
digital film varied with the condition being diagnosed. Slasky (1990) reported that
conventional film was more accurate than digital film for the diagnosis of pneumothorax, but
equivalent for the other conditions studied. Using higher resolution imaging, Thaete (1994)
reported that conventional film was more accurate than digital film for the detection of
interstitial disease, but equivalent for the detection of pneumothorax and other conditions
assessed. Elam (1991) reported no significant differences in accuracy, sensitivity, or
specificity of detection of pneumothorax between conventional film and digital film printed in
either small or large format. Cox (1990) reported no significant difference between
conventional film and digital film for the detection of 8 of the 9 pulmonary conditions
studied, but noted that digital film was more accurate than conventional film for detecting
parenchymal masses. Yoshino (1992) reported that diagnostic performance varied with
reader experience. The more experienced readers, but not the less experienced
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Table 2:

Overview of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy studies: comparison of conventional film to digital
images viewed on a soft copy (on a workstation)

Notes:
• Table A2.1 contains a full summary of the studies in this table, and their methodologic quality grading is reviewed in
Table A2.4 (both in Appendix 2).
• All studies are observational, and most used a case-control design with randomized presentation of images to readers.
Studies by Paakkala, Goldberg, and DeCorato used a weaker experimental design, that of a case series in which patients
determined to be free of disease were in the case series, and served as internal controls.
• ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy except in studies by Paakkala
and DeCorato.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) for studies included in this table was the confirmed diagnosis by biopsy, CT,
expert opinion based on clinical evidence, or comparison to conventional analog film.
• Since blinding of the readers was not specifically indicated in some studies included in the table, those studies do not
fully meet evidence-based criteria for diagnostic test evaluation. Because of study design limitations, evidence presented
in this table can be considered suggestive or moderately suggestive.
• Studies by Slasky, Cox, Elam, and Thaete also included comparisons to digital imaging printed to hard copy (film).
These findings are reported in subsequent tables.
• Ackerman, 1993 and Scott, 1995 were performed at the same institution, but address different diagnostic problems.

Study

Grade

Image Type

Digitized
image
resolution
(if indicated)

Workstation
resolution

Film > WS

Paakkala

C

chest and bone

512 x 512 x 8

+

Ackerman

C

adult/pediatric chest and
bone

1280 x 1024

+

Korsoff

C

chest

1024 x 1024 x 12
(moderate
resolution)

1280 x 1024 x 8

2048 x 2048 x 12
(high resolution)

1280 x 1024 x 8

Film = WS

+

C

adult chest,
pneumothorax

1760 x 2140

1024 x 1536

+

DeCorato

D

any ER image: 693 film,
118 CT, 1 MRI

2040 x 2056 x 12

1200 x 1600

+ (for 95%
of cases)

Scott

C

chest, musculoskeletal,
abdominal

Slasky

B

adult chest

Thaete

B/C

Franken

C

Goldberg

D

C

Varies
with
reader
experience

+

Elam

Cox

Varies
with
diagnosis

1200 x 1600

+

2048 x 2400 x 12

1536 x 2048 x 8

+

adult chest

4096 x 5000 x 12

1536 x 2048 x 8

newborn chest

1024 x 1024

2000 x 2000

77% adult/34% pediatric
chest, bone, urinary
tract

1684 x 2048 x 12

2048 x 2560 x 8

adult chest

2048 x 2048 x 12

+

+
+
+

2560 x 2048

+

Reported outcomes as listed in the column headings:
Film > WS: accuracy of detection of a disorder is significantly higher for conventional film than for soft copy of digital image displayed on a
workstation.
Film = WS: accuracy of detection of a disorder is comparable for conventional film and for digital image displayed on a workstation.
Varies with diagnosis: accuracy of detection of specific subtle disorders is significantly higher for conventional film than for workstation; accuracy
of detection of other abnormalities comparable for both modalities. In the study by Cox, accuracy of detection of one abnormality was significantly
lower for conventional film than for digital image displayed on workstation.
Varies with reader experience: senior radiologists performed better with conventional film than with digital image displayed on a
workstation for some diseases, but performed equally well in both mediums for the diagnosis of other diseases. Less experienced readers performed
comparably using either display mode.
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Table 3:

Summary of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy studies: comparison of conventional film and digital
images viewed as hard copy (film)

Notes:
• Table A2.2 contains a full summary of the studies in this table, and their methodologic quality grading is reviewed in
Table A2.4 (both in Appendix 2).
• All studies used a case-control design and randomized presentation of images to interpreters.
• ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) used was confirmed diagnosis by biopsy, CT, or expert opinion based on review
of images and/ or medical records.
• Studies included in this table met most or all of the evidenced-based criteria for diagnostic test evaluation; studies by
Elam, Yoshino, and Kondoh do not explicitly indicate that readers were blinded. Because of study design limitations,
evidence presented in this table can be considered suggestive or moderately suggestive.
• Studies by Slasky and Thaete were performed by different departments in the same institution, using different subjects
and methods.

Study

Grade

Elam

C

Kondoh

D

Image Type

Digital Image
Resolution

Digital film size

adult chest:
pneumothorax

1760 x 2140

small (7” x 8.5”)

+

full-sized (14” x 17”)

+

adult chest

2000 x 2000

2/3 -sized

+

full-sized

CF > DF

CF = DF

Varies
with
diagnosis

Varies with
reader
experience

+

Cox

C

adult chest

2048 x 2048

full-sized

Yoshino

C

cervical spine

2048 x 2048

56%-sized

+

Slasky

B

adult chest

2048 x 2400

reduced 4%

+

Thaete

B/C

adult chest

4096 x 5000

reduced 9.3%

+

+

Reported outcomes as listed in the column headings:
CF > DF: accuracy of detection of a disorder significantly higher for conventional film than for digital image laser-printed to film.
CF = DF: accuracy of detection of a disorder comparable for conventional film and for hard copy of digital image (film).
Varies with diagnosis: accuracy of detection of specific subtle disorders is significantly higher for conventional film than for digital image
hard copy (film); accuracy of detection of other abnormalities is comparable for both modalities. In the study by Cox, accuracy of detection
of one abnormality was significantly lower for conventional film than for digital image laser-printed to film.
Varies with reader experience: senior radiologists performed better with conventional film than with digital image displayed on a
workstation for some diseases, but performed equally well in both mediums for the diagnosis of other diseases. Less experienced readers
performed comparably using either display mode.
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radiologists, were significantly more accurate when using conventional film than
workstation images.
Digital images printed to film versus digital images viewed on workstations:
Table 4 summarizes the 4 studies in which the diagnostic accuracy of digital images viewed
as hard copy was explicitly compared to digital imaging viewed as soft copy. All studies
contained several flaws in methods (Grade C). The quality of imaging and film size varied
across studies.
Three studies reported equivalent diagnostic accuracy when using either hard or soft copy of
digital images for viewing abdominal CT images, adult chest (pneumothorax), or pediatric
chest images. Cox (1990) reported that digital film was as accurate as workstation viewing
for the detection of five of the pulmonary conditions assessed, but that digital film was more
accurate than workstation viewing for detecting three pulmonary conditions.
2. Discussion
Published studies of the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging relative to conventional filmscreen imaging did not strictly follow widely known principles of study design for avoiding
bias in the evaluation of a diagnostic test. They used study designs, methods, or analyses
that would be expected to overestimate the accuracy of digital imaging and to reduce the
validity and generalizability of the findings. Equipment and methods varied significantly,
making meta-analysis inappropriate and synthesis challenging.
The use of low resolution displays (approximately .5K x .5K) for making primary diagnosis
from chest and bone images was not supported by the evidence provided in one identified
study. This is consistent with the early literature in digital imaging, with identified concepts
in visual perception (Kundel, 1986), and with the professional standards of the American
College of Radiology (1996).
Findings from studies of moderate and high resolution imaging were mixed, and, because of
methodologic and reporting limitations of the studies, it was difficult to identify the main
contributors to the variability in findings. The most methodologically sound studies (Slasky,
1990 and Thaete, 1994) both reported that conventional film was either equivalent to, or
more accurate than digital images viewed either on a workstation or printed to film,
depending on the nature of the diagnosis being made. Most of the available data suggest that
the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging continues to improve. However, available data
suggest that conventional analog imaging is more accurate than digital imaging, particularly
for making a primary diagnosis of subtle manifestations of diseases that require highresolution imaging.
Digital images are frequently printed to film for viewing and archiving, even when
workstations are available for image viewing. This restores the “look and feel” of
conventional analog film, but eliminates the ability to use workstation tools to improve the
displayed image. While printing digital images to film does cause the loss of some of the
organizational efficiencies thought to be inherent in PACS, data suggest that printing does
not degrade the diagnostic accuracy of the images. One study (Cox, 1990) reported that
digital film was more accurate than workstation imaging for three of the pulmonary
conditions assessed. This finding may be the result of human or technical factors.
Prior experience in reading images on workstations and willingness to use workstations
interactively to improve the quality of the imaging were factors discussed, but not quantified,
in the literature. Non-uniform user workstation experience and limited use of workstation
tools to enhance the displayed images may have reduced relative performance on
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Table 4:

Overview of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy studies: comparison of digital images viewed as hard
copy (film) to digital images viewed as soft copy (on a workstation)

Notes:
• Table A2.3 contains a full summary of the studies in this table, and their methodologic quality grading is reviewed in
Table A2.4 (both in Appendix 1).
• The studies included in this table used a case-control design and randomized presentation of images to the readers.
• ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) used was consensus of experts based on all available clinical and imaging
information, or (in Straub) surgical confirmation when available.
• Since blinding of readers is not specifically addressed in the methods sections of three papers summarized in the table, it
is unclear if these studies fully met evidence-based criteria for diagnostic test evaluation.
• Because of study design limitations, evidence presented in this table can only be considered suggestive or moderately
suggestive.

Study

Grade

Straub

C

Elam

Razavi

Cox

C

C

C

Image Type

Digitized
image
resolution

Digital film
size

Workstation resolution
(image size)

abdominal CT

512 x 512 x 12

full-sized
(14” x 17”)

1536 x 2048 x 8; 12 images,
3/4 size on 2 screens

+

1536 x 2048 x 8; 12 images, 3/4
size, presented sequentially

+

1536 x 2048 x 8 ; 12 images
displayed sequentially at
1.4 x size

+

small (7” x 8.5”)

1024 x 1536

+

full-sized

1024 x 1536

+

157: 8” x 10”
44: 10“x 12”
38: 14” x 17”
(analyzed
together)

2048 x 2560

full

2048 x 2560 x 12

adult chest,
pneumothorax

1760 x 2140

pediatric
chest

2048 x 2048 x 8

adult chest

2048 x 2048
(after
compression)

Hard = Soft

Varies
with
diagnosis

+

+

Reported outcomes as listed in the column headings:
Hard = soft: accuracy of detection of a disorder comparable for digital image displayed as hard copy (film) and digital image displayed on a
workstation.
Varies with diagnosis: accuracy of detection using hard copy either better, worse or comparable to accuracy of detection using soft copy,
depending on the disorder being viewed.
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workstations and contributed to inconsistencies in findings of diagnostic accuracy studies.
The role of the reader in the process of image interpretation warrants further quantitative
research.
Published studies provide insufficient information to quantify the clinical (as opposed to
statistical) significance of differences in diagnostic accuracy between digital and analog
imaging. Some data suggest that the inter-reader and intra-reader variability in accuracy that
already exists in the analog environment is larger than some of the differences in accuracy
reported between analog and digital imaging. Statistical techniques have been developed for
comparing ROC curves that include the assessment of inter-reader and intra-reader variations
(Kundel et al., 1996). Applying such methods in a well-designed study could provide
valuable information about whether the quality of the performance of diagnostic tasks is
changed when PACS are introduced.
Based on the available studies and the application of quality criteria, there has not yet been a
definitive demonstration that digital imaging, viewed either on a workstation or printed to
film, is equivalent to analog film for making a primary diagnosis of all of the clinical
conditions that present in a varied patient population. Data do reflect the recent
improvements in digital imaging technology, and some data do suggest that both 2K x 2K
hard copy (film) and soft copy (workstation display) are equivalent to conventional film for
accurate primary diagnosis of many of the disorders routinely encountered in patient care.
The requirements for resolution of image capture and image display systems depend, in part,
on the disorder being studied, and larger matrices (smaller pixel size) are needed to visualize
the fine detail present in selected abnormalities. Well-designed studies are still needed to
show that newer PACS imaging technologies are equivalent to analog film for use in making
primary diagnoses in a clinical setting.
B.

ISSUE 2: How do work process efficiencies with PACS compare with those
in a conventional radiology department?
1. Published findings
From the articles retrieved, 9 studies were identified which presented empirical evidence
related to work process efficiency, and which met the inclusion criteria for this report. Four
of these studies were primarily designed to assess diagnostic accuracy, and were reported in
earlier tables. Table 5 summarizes the strongest evidence presently available for the
assessment of work process efficiencies in a PACS environment relative to those in a filmbased environment. Appendix 3 contains the full data collection tables from which Table 5
was derived (Tables A3.1 and A3.2).
No relevant randomized clinical trials (RCT) or high-quality meta-analyses were identified.
Studies included in the report were case reports, case series, cross-sectional, or case-control
studies, all of which provide a weaker level of evidence of the relationship between the
intervention (PACS) and the outcomes of interest (change in process) than that would have
been provided by a RCT (Table A1.3). Because studies varied widely in design,
methodology, and analysis, a meta-analysis of the identified studies was not undertaken.
Seven of the 9 studies used time measurement techniques considered to yield highly accurate
data (Warburton, 1992). The most methodologically rigorous data collection was done by
Kundel (1996), who gathered time element data using time and motion studies (by videotape
and direct observation), as well as computer records and self-reporting to trained
interviewers. Gay (1997) also did time and motion studies using direct observation, but
lacked confirmatory videotape recordings of activities studied.
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Table 5:

Summary of the literature
Production efficiency: work process for film imaging compared with that of PACS

Notes:
• Studies included in this table (described in detail in Tables A3.1 and A3.2, Appendix 3) represent the strongest evidence presently available for the assessment of process
efficiencies in a PACS environment relative to a film-based environment.
• All were observational studies, but designs varied.
• Studies which reported image interpretation times were primarily designed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of image interpretation, with the exception of Kato (1995). Lou and
Huang (1992) reported preliminary impressions of comparability of diagnostic accuracy between PACS workstations (WS) and film. All other studies assumed comparability of
diagnostic accuracy between PACS workstations and film.
• The studies varied in systems architecture and methodology. While all included clear descriptions of the elements of the clinical process timed in the study, the process elements
measured varied widely, as did the time measurement techniques used. This heterogeneity makes comparisons across studies difficult. While an overview of the studies does
suggest process and outcome findings which are valuable for future assessments of production efficiency, the methodological limitations of the studies should be considered
when interpreting findings.
• When possible, time measurement technique were classified according to the methods described in Table A1.4. Computer documentation of elapsed time was considered to be a
highly accurate measure.
Comparisons of time spans to perform identified task

Study

Time
Measurement
Technique

Generate and
deliver images

Retrieve
recent images

Retrieve
archived images

film = PACS

film > PACS

Image
information
first accessed

Interpret
images

Horii et al., 1992

self-recorded

Lou & Huang,
1992

self-recorded or
self-reported

film > PACS

Kundel et al., 1996

multiple
techniques,
including time
and motion study
with video

film > PACS

Franken et al.,
1992

time and motion
study

Straub et al., 1991

computer record
of elapsed time

film = PACS

Razavi et al., 1992

computer record
of elapsed time

film = PACS

Thaete et al., 1994

computer record
of elapsed time

film = PACS

Kato et al., 1995

time and motion

film = PACS

Gay et al., 1997

time and motion
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Initiate
clinical
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System reliability

Percent of
images lost

Radiologist
was first
source of
information

film > PACS

film > PACS

archived PACS images
available 95% of time;
images in workstation
available 99.97% of time
(film not assessed)
film = PACS

film = PACS

film > PACS

film > PACS

film < PACS

film > PACS

film > PACS
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Identifying key work processes and inefficiencies in conventional radiology
departments: Scant empirical evidence has been published about the work flow and
clinical processes for patient imaging.
In a study of radiology work flow in a conventional film environment, Heymann and Culling
(1996) identified 54 distinct activities and 18 incidents of work process passing from one
person to another, including the time in which a routine chest x-ray film was ordered on an
inpatient to the time the film was re-filed after having been reviewed and reported. Eightytwo percent of the staff time was used in work processes that did not involve technical or
medical functioning. No studies were identified which mapped the entire work process in a
PACS environment.
One study provided empirical evidence identifying distinct work activities that were major
sources of inefficiency in a conventional radiology department. Gay (1997), in a small
workflow analysis of CT scans, reported that the retrieval of film folders by the film room
personnel acted as a bottleneck for film reading of CT studies. This is consistent with earlier
observations about film retrieval problems in conventional radiology departments. Horii
(1992) reported that, on their radiology service before the PACS installation, physicians,
rather than clerks, often retrieved and personally returned radiology films. Lou and Huang
(1992) commented on other bottlenecks in conventional radiology services. They asserted
that delays in film retrieval and missing films were two common inefficiencies in most
radiology departments, and that these were often caused by competition for films among the
clinicians involved in the same patient’s care.
Identified work process activities in a PACS environment relative to a
conventional film-based environment: Although no clear, comprehensive mapping
of radiology work processes before and after PACS installations has been reported, a few
studies have attempted to identify key process elements, and to document changes in time
taken to perform these tasks.
In the discussion section of his preliminary report of radiology work flow in a PACS versus
a film environment, Kato (1995) identified five factors that affect radiology throughput:
1. time taken to transfer physician order information;
2. time to perform the examination;
3. time to transfer image from the radiographic imaging equipment to the radiologist;
4. time required to interpret the image, including the retrieval of previous images
for comparison and the selection of settings on the PACS workstation;
5. time to send the reports and images to the referring physicians.
His opinion was that the first two items would remain essentially the same in either a film or
PACS environment, but that PACS could reduce the image transfer time and also the time to
send images (but not necessarily to send official reports) to referring physicians. Factor 4,
image interpretation time, is dependent on both user skill and equipment design, and is the
most commonly studied element of change in work flow with the introduction of PACS.
Studies summarized in Table 5 measured six distinct activities and three characteristics of the
work process, including factors 3, 4, and 5 identified by Kato (1995). The identified
activities and work processes are discussed below.
Lou and Huang (1992) and Kundel (1996) compared several discrete process activities in a
PACS environment to those in a film-based environment. Both reported that the time interval
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between the completion of an examination and when the image was available for viewing,
along with relevant previous examinations, was longer for film images than for workstation
images. Lou and Huang did not measure the retrieval time for old films that had been
archived off-site.
Findings related to the time taken to retrieve recent images varied. Lou and Huang (1992)
reported that the retrieval of recent images was done more efficiently by a PACS workstation
than in a film-based system. Horii (1992) and Franken (1992) reported that this interval was
comparable in both film and workstation environments. Differences in study design may
explain the non-comparability of findings. Both Horii’s (1992) and Franken’s (1992)
studies could have been expected to underestimate the typical time taken to retrieve a recent
film image in clinical practice. Horii’s case selection included 30 ultrasound (US) images,
for which PACS image retrieval was a non-significant 37 seconds faster than film retrieval,
and 10 CT images, for which PACS image retrieval was 10 minutes, 2 seconds faster than
film retrieval. The overall study findings largely reflected the ultrasound data, whereas the
author noted that, in clinical practice, CT films may be requested and signed out more
frequently than ultrasound films (Horii, 1992). In the study by Franken (1992), film image
access time reflected time taken to access film already mounted on an alternator, but failed to
include the much longer time interval taken to retrieve that film from the files in order to
mount it.
Gay (1997) and Horii (1992) measured the time taken to retrieve archived images. Horii
reported that PACS significantly reduced this retrieval time. Gay reported that, on average,
archival retrieval time was 50 minutes shorter for PACS than for film. Gay further noted that
the retrieval of film folders from the file room was the rate limiting process (bottleneck) in the
workflow for film reading of CT scans.
Six studies summarized in Table 5 assessed the time taken to interpret film versus
workstation images. Four of the six studies, using either time and motion studies or
computer-documented reading times, reported no significant difference between the time
taken to interpret film versus workstation images. One time and motion study reported that,
while the interpretation of a newborn chest image took well under a minute regardless of
whether film or workstation imaging was used, the interpretation of film was significantly
faster than the interpretation of images on PACS workstations (Franken, 1992). A more
recent time and motion study (Gay, 1997) reported that the average time for reading a whole
body CT scan was 7.108 minutes for film as compared with only 4.205 minutes for PACS
workstation reading. When assessed, the diagnostic accuracy of workstation image
interpretation was equal to that of film imaging for some, or all, diagnoses studied.
Lou and Huang (1992) asserted that missing films were a common inefficiency in most
radiology departments. Horii’s study (1992) measured the percentage of cases in which
images were lost. Lost images were twice as common for film as for images archived
electronically in a PACS (10% versus 5% for recent images). There was actually no true
data loss with the PACS; some images had been electronically misfiled because of errors by
the technicians.
The introduction of electronic data storage potentially introduces a new type of image
retrieval problem, that of computer malfunction. The Lou and Huang study (1992) assessed
down time of their PACS to help quantify this potential image retrievability problem. They
determined that there was a 95.22% probability that the necessary computer systems would
be available to view archived images, and a 99.97% probability that a local workstation
would be fully functional and able to retrieve a locally-stored image. No comparable data
were collected for a film-based system.
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Clinical information acquisition processes in a PACS environment relative to
a conventional imaging environment: If imaging information is needed for clinical
decision-making, the acquisition of that information is a key step in the clinical work
process. Only one identified study, Kundel (1996), assessed the clinical work processes
related to the acquisition and use of image information. Kundel (1996) noted that diagnostic
information about an image could be obtained in several ways, including direct viewing of
the image, “asking a radiologist,” or reading a preliminary or final radiology report. His
study assessed time to encounter diagnostic imaging information by any means, and reported
that PACS led to no statistically significant decrease in the time interval between when the
imaging exam was completed to the time at which the ordering physician first encountered
imaging information. Subgroup analysis showed that, for acutely ill or newly admitted ICU
patients, PACS did reduce the time to access imaging information from an average of 4.4
hours for film to 2.5 hours for PACS. This was observed in an environment in which the
images were available for viewing in about 10 minutes with PACS and about 1 hour for film.
Kundel also noted a shift in the way imaging information was obtained. He reported a
significant decrease in input from radiologists when the workstations were available than in
the pre-PACS film-only environment. Most of this was due to a significant decrease in the
number of direct contacts with radiologists for imaging information. The decrease in
consultations with the radiology staff when workstations were used is consistent with earlier
findings reported by the same group (DeSimone, 1988). This produced a situation in which
the medical ICU staff used the workstations for primary diagnosis and clinical decisionmaking. Official radiology interpretations were made later, based on film readings. The
impact of the decreased communication on radiologists was not assessed in this study.
2. Discussion
One of the most frequently cited potential benefits of PACS is that these computerized
systems will support major increases in efficiency within organizations. The MDRC search
of the published literature could identify only limited empirical evidence that addressed the
definition of radiology work processes, or which demonstrated changes in those processes
related to the use of PACS.
Identified published studies that met the MDRC inclusion criteria used study designs ranging
from case reports to case-control studies, all of which yield weaker evidence than
randomized controlled trials (Table A1.3). Time measurements were generally collected
using methods that would be expected to yield very accurate data (Table A1.4).
Image generation, processing, and retrieval: Data suggest that PACS are more
efficient at generating and delivering images than film-based systems. Retrieving recent
images was reported to be as fast, or faster, with PACS than in a film-based environment.
The retrieval of archived images was significantly faster from a PACS than from film
storage. It is difficult to assess the clinical significance of this time savings, since, according
to some authors, archived images are infrequently needed for the clinical care of a patient.
Images could be found significantly more often in a PACS than in a film-based environment.
The percentage of “lost” cases was reduced from 10% (with film) to 5% (with PACS) for
images generated in the prior 6 months. PACS images were not actually lost; they were
captured incorrectly and could not be retrieved using patient identifiers. It may be possible to
reduce this type of error with appropriate training, but this was not addressed in the study.
Film image “loss” reflects, in part, unsuccessful attempts by multiple providers caring for a
patient to review the same films. One provider may be reviewing the film without having
signed it out. The capacity for multiple clinicians to access the same images at the same time
is a major potential benefit of PACS, but one that remains largely unquantified.
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There is an unintended consequence of “filmless” radiology that may have significant impact
on organizational functioning. PACS images can only be retrieved if the computer system is
functioning. All image-related patient care becomes dependent on the equipment and
communications systems. In a PACS environment, computer system maintenance, support
and training become mission-critical.
Image interpretation: Once images are generated, processed, and retrieved for viewing,
the images must be interpreted. The time taken to read an image reflects elements of both
equipment functioning and clinician behavior. There had been concern that using
workstations to interpret images would be more time-consuming than the familiar process of
reading conventional analog film. Six studies were identified which compared the time taken
to interpret images from film versus from PACS workstations. Four of the six studies
reported no significant difference in image interpretation time between film and workstations.
The one study (Franken, 1992) which did report a statistically significant increase in
interpretation time when using PACS noted that the workstation reading times, although
increased, were still well under a minute. Another study (Gay, 1997) reported that PACS
workstation reading times for CT scans were nearly half those of film reading. The lack of
agreement between this study’s findings and those of other studies might be related to the
small study size or the relative greater experience of their readers with PACS workstations.
The use of image processing tools (to improve the displayed image) on PACS workstations
was briefly addressed in the discussion of diagnostic accuracy. Franken (1992) related the
increase in reading time on the PACS to the use of image processing software tools. Kato
(1995) noted a similar time trend, but the increase in reading time in his study was not
statistically significant. In their assessments of diagnostic accuracy, both Korsoff (1995)
and DeCorato (1995) noted that the windowing function was not used by their readers.
Because workstation tools are designed to improve image quality, their inconsistent use may
have reduced the diagnostic accuracy of workstation image interpretation reported in the
literature. The impact of workstation design, as well as the adequacy of user training and
support for the use of workstations, are significant unresolved issues. Support for welldesigned research, as well as strategic planning for changes in organizational policy,
procedures, and standards will be needed as PACS are implemented within VA.
Imaging information use by ordering clinicians: It has been assumed that
clinicians use imaging information to help formulate treatment plans, and that more rapid
availability of imaging information would result in more rapid clinical interventions. The
findings in the 1996 Kundel study did not fully support this assumption. The study’s overall
finding was that, despite PACS having made imaging information available to clinicians an
average of 50 minutes sooner than what had been reported for film imaging pre-PACS, this
did not lead to an overall decrease in the time interval from the imaging exam to when a
clinician first encountered the imaging information, except for a subset of patients. The
authors suggested that high workload, established routines of work for the ICU physicians,
or lack of availability of other test reports may have contributed to buffering the potential
effects of PACS on improving clinical efficiency.
Although this is only one study, it is consistent with experiences in private industry. To
fully achieve the potential benefits thought to be inherent in PACS, the implementation of the
technology should be coordinated with the strategic re-engineering of the organization’s
work processes (Clyburn, 1996).
While Kundel reported no overall change in the lapsed time interval between the image exam
and the access of imaging information by clinicians, he did report a major change in the way
imaging information was obtained in a PACS environment versus a film-based environment.
There was a significant decrease in input from radiologists when the workstations were made
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available, mostly due to a significant decrease in the number of direct contacts with
radiologists for imaging information. The impact of this decreased reliance on radiologists
was not assessed in this study. Limited research cited in both the diagnostic accuracy
evidence tables and in the literature (Levin, 1994) suggest that the accuracy of image
interpretation varies widely across specialties and according to levels of training and
experience.
It can be anticipated that PACS will have broad implications for the way providers practice.
It can also be anticipated that organizational policies, procedures, and guidelines will need to
be developed to ensure that safe standards of care are maintained as work processes change.
The paucity of empirical evidence of changes in efficiency in PACS environments, and the
methodological limitations of the studies, may reflect the difficulty and costliness of
designing and conducting studies of clinical and production processes in a clinical setting.
However, continued efforts must be supported to assess the impact of PACS, and other
medical information technologies, on processes within the health care system. Gaining a
clear and comprehensive understanding of work processes is central to reorganization efforts
designed to optimize system functioning.
C.

ISSUE 3: What are the effects of PACS on clinical care and patient
outcomes?
1. Published findings
From the articles retrieved, one study was identified which presented empirical evidence
assessing the process of clinical care in a PACS environment as compared with that in a
conventional film-based environment. No studies were identified which assessed the impact
of PACS on patient outcomes.
Kundel (1996), as noted earlier, compared several discrete process activities in a PACS
environment to those in a film-based environment, using methodologically rigorous
techniques for measuring the time taken to perform the activities. The last discrete element of
the process of care measured was elapsed time from the completion of an imaging exam to
the performance of a clinical action based on the imaging results. Time to initiate
clinical action was used as a surrogate outcome for improved quality of care.
Image-based clinical action is more likely to be necessary in a subset of patients who are
critically ill, or who were recently admitted to the medical intensive care unit. For the subset
of patients in which an image-based clinical action was reported and timed, it was reported
that the clinical action was taken significantly faster when workstation imaging was used than
when films were reviewed (2.5 hours for PACS versus 4.4 hours for film). The time span
between imaging and action was then subdivided into: (a) the time interval from examination
completion until the imaging information was first accessed, and (b) the time interval from
access of the information until the primary action. It was determined that the shorter action
time was due to a decrease in the time from exam completion until the initial access of
imaging information.
2. Discussion
Imaging-based clinical actions were taken faster in a PACS environment than in a film-based
environment for critically ill or recently admitted medical ICU patients. This decreased time
to clinical action was used as a surrogate outcome for improved quality of care. The authors
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acknowledged that a decrease in the time to take clinical action does not necessarily result in
an improvement in patient outcome, and they did not assess patient outcomes directly.
The MDRC found no empirical studies showing that PACS had improved patient outcomes.
Demonstrating changes in patient outcomes attributable to a diagnostic imaging technology is
known to be difficult. For many diseases, the course of treatment evolves slowly, and
overall patient prognosis may be determined more by patient characteristics (age, coexisting
illness), rather than by early or efficient diagnosis. Therefore, demonstration of improved
patient outcomes early in the development of an imaging technology is highly unlikely.
However, compelling proof of the value of an innovative technology would be provided if
such a demonstration could be achieved (Kent and Larson, 1992).
According to Donabedian’s model of the relationships between quality, cost, and health, it is
actually possible to demonstrate added value for a health care technology that produces no
improvement in patient outcomes. This can occur if a technology has no impact on the
quality of care, but does have a significant effect on increasing production efficiency. This
would allow for the delivery of the current level of quality at lower cost, or for the
production of more care with no change in either quality or cost.
PACS and related technologies are designed to improve both clinical and production
efficiencies. Assessments of their impact on clinical and production processes, and
ultimately of the cost-effectiveness, are likely to require the combined expertise of clinical
and management researchers. Based on an assessment of the literature, methodologies for
such research will need to be refined, and high quality research conducted.
D.

ISSUE 4: What cost savings accrue from changes in processes and
outcomes of care that can be attributed to the installation of a PACS?
1. Published findings
a.) Published reviews of the literature
Two published reviews of early economic evaluations of PACS were retrieved. The
reviews, and several of the studies they included, could be classified as a Health Economic
Research Group Stage I assessments (Table A1.5). These were early evaluations to explore
the likely economic characteristics of PACS, with the overall objective of assessing the
potential for PACS to be a cost-effective use of resources, should its clinical promise be
realized. Since most of the studies included in the reviews were published before 1990,
much of the data are now outdated. However, lessons learned about the process and utility
of economic evaluations of PACS remain valuable, and could be used to help guide the next
stage of economic evaluations, now that PACS technology is maturing. A brief overview of
the reviews is therefore presented below.
Van Gennip et al. (1990) reviewed five economic evaluations of PACS done in the late
1980s, four of which were case reports from individual hospitals and one of which averaged
data from 14 hospitals. Information reported in these studies was used to compare the costs
and savings for hospital-wide PACS in the first year of operations. All costs were from the
perspective of the radiology department, and costs from film-based systems were used for
comparison. Annual equipment costs were calculated by adding maintenance costs to the
linear amortization costs.
They reported that the annual costs of hospital-wide PACS varied between two and four
million dollars. Three studies in the review reported that PACS was significantly less costly
than a film-based system, with PACS costs equal to 65% - 88% of film costs in two of these
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studies. Two other studies reported that PACS was 1.8 - 2.7 times more expensive than
film. Differences in the findings could not be explained by variations in the sizes of the
hospitals, or in the number of examinations performed. The major sources of cost variation
were costs/unit, and types of personnel costs included in the analyses.
Becker and Arenson (1994) reviewed 12 economic evaluations of PACS performed at 8 sites
from 1987 to 1990. Four of the studies were also included in van Gennip (1990). All costs
were from the perspective of the radiology department, and costs from film-based systems
were used for comparison. The authors found wide variation among studies regarding the
costs and benefits of PACS, with no consistency in the conclusion as to if, or when, PACS
would be less costly or more cost-effective than film. They noted that most of the PACS
equipment costs were for commercial prototypes or customized systems. This precluded the
ability to generalize cost findings to other settings.
b . ) Published economic evaluations meeting HERG Stage II criteria
Based on the present level of maturity of the technology, the availability of many potentially
evaluable PACS installations, and the existence of developed models for economic evaluation
of PACS, the MDRC anticipated that well-designed studies meeting the Health Evaluation
Research Group’s (HERG) criteria for a Stage II economic evaluations would be identified in
the recent literature.
However, no identified studies published between 1990 and 1997 met the HERG criteria for
Stage II evaluation. Like the earlier studies summarized in the review articles, recent
empirical studies of PACS costs used ad hoc methodologies and simulation. These
approaches continued to be used, despite the increased availability of evaluable PACS
installations, increased maturity of the technology, and increased emphasis on the need to
perform high-quality economic evaluations in health care.
2. Discussion
a.) Published reviews of the literature
The two published reviews of the literature concluded that the early economic evaluations of
PACS yielded conflicting results, and indicated that high quality economic analyses of PACS
were still needed.
The van Gennip group developed a software package to support modeling to predict net costs
of full-scale PACS implementation based on explicit criteria. Their work emphasized the
need to move beyond ad hoc methodologies and to collect well-defined data sets using
established methodologies.
Becker and Arenson suggested a need to determine whether economic evaluations, which
have largely focused on direct costs, should be expanded to include indirect costs and
benefits if, and when, they were empirically demonstrated. Such studies would need to
broaden their perspective beyond that of the radiology department to capture possible systemwide changes related to PACS. In looking beyond the direct costs to the radiology
department, Becker et al. broached a critical issue in the assessment of information
technologies. The costs and the benefits of technologies that are designed to be embedded
into an organization’s infrastructure can be expected to extend beyond one department. True
costs of ownership, and true benefits, of PACS may accrue to the organization, not just to
the radiology department.
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b . ) Published economic evaluations meeting HERG Stage II criteria
The literature searches conducted by the MDRC demonstrated that empirical cost studies of
PACS remain scarce. A critical appraisal of the articles retrieved for possible inclusion in
this report concluded that recent published empirical economic evaluations have not used the
stronger designs suggested in the methodologic literature, and that none of the articles met
the inclusion criteria described in the Methods (Appendix 1).
The literature did indicate that higher quality studies are underway, but that their findings are
not yet available. These include (but may not be limited to) ongoing efforts at both the
University of Pennsylvania1 and at Brunel University, Uxbridge2 . Both teams are
conducting a number of studies designed to explore different aspects of PACS, using several
strong design and data collection methods that they have described in preliminary
publications (Langlots, 1995; Keen, 1994). Both are attempting to capture changes in
process and outcome from a broad perspective. The University of Pennsylvania team will
also continue its ongoing assessments of the diagnostic value of PACS imaging as compared
with film.
The paucity of economic evaluations of PACS, and the generally weak quality of the studies,
reflect a broader problem. Quantifying costs in the health care system, and measuring
changes in costs attributable to the implementation of specific technologies, have proven to
be methodologically difficult (Mendelson and Salinsky, 1997). Cost accounting methods
developed within traditional hospital settings have not been easily adapted to meet the needs
of planners or researchers. Alternative cost accounting methods have been developed in the
manufacturing sector. Two examples are Activity-Based Costing (Young and Pearlman,
1993) and Total Cost of Ownership models (Ellram, 1995, 1997). While a full discussion
of these (competing) approaches is beyond the scope of this report, they are mentioned to
indicate that there are tools available to health care planners and researchers that may be better
suited to the task of assessing PACS costs than the methodologies with which they are now
struggling.

VI. CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An integrated information system is considered a key component of an efficiently and effectively
integrated health care system. Many factors support the selection of radiology as a “service line” in
which to pilot the use of information technologies to improve both clinical and production
efficiency:
•

radiology is costly, it is technology-intensive, and already partially computer-dependent;

•

radiology data (both dictated reports and imaging) are routinely shared among providers using
a mixture of hard-copy and electronic transmission;

•

radiologists generally have a high level of comfort with technology, and they function largely
in a consultative role with limited patient interaction.

There may be many inefficiencies in the use of human and capital resources related to medical
imaging. PACS and other telemedicine technologies have the potential to fundamentally change
clinical and production processes, and may support the more efficient use of resources.
____________
1 Department of Radiology and the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics.
2 Health Economics Research Group, Brunel University, Uxbridge, Middlesex, U.K.
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While there has been ample discussion of the potential of such technologies, there is a paucity of
evidence demonstrating that this potential has been realized. The evidence published to date is
insufficient to provide definitive answers to the critical questions posed about the use of PACS in a
clinical setting. Although data do suggest that the technology is improving, it has not yet been
clearly demonstrated that PACS workstation imaging is equivalent to conventional film for the
accurate primary diagnosis of all of the types of illnesses that present in the veteran population.
Limited available data do suggest that some work processes are performed more rapidly in a PACS
environment. It remains to be demonstrated that overall clinical and production processes are more
efficient, or that those efficiencies translate into improved quality, increased access, or reduced cost
of care. High quality studies of effectiveness, outcomes, and cost benefit are still needed.
The data do reflect the changing nature of the technology and the complexity of implementing and
assessing infrastructure change, even in a favorable environment. And they do suggest areas for
further planning and research.
The Veterans Health Administration (VHA), one of the country’s largest health care systems, has
had a longstanding commitment to the dissemination of information technology into medicine. As
a result, VHA is ahead of much of the health care delivery sector in its development of an
information infrastructure. Because of its pioneering efforts to develop a health care information
infrastructure, VHA now has significant resources invested in computer systems and support, and
has many customized systems at individual sites to meet the needs of local users.
The integration of a medical informatics technology (PACS) into such an environment produces
both opportunities and challenges that may not exist in other health care delivery systems.
Organization-wide strategic planning is needed to guide VA’s investments in the assessment and
implementation of PACS and telemedicine.
Suggested areas for further planning and research:
•

clarify and disseminate strategic goals and objectives for VA telemedicine activities.

•

strengthen the oversight and coordination of PACS and other telemedicine activities
within VA and among federal agencies. The design and implementation of coordinated multisite assessments of PACS should be included in these efforts.

•

further integrate management and economic research methods into PACS assessments to better
capture the costs and effects. The literature suggests that we are beginning to understand how
to study information technologies, and some useful techniques have been developed in the
fields of economics and organizational research. Implicit in this is the need to strengthen the
working relationships among health care economists, management researchers,
and clinical researchers within VA.

•

practice evidence-based decision-making and purchasing. Require (and fund) more
rigorous evaluation of effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness, before broadly disseminating
PACS. While there is much enthusiasm for PACS expressed by proponents, there is limited
evidence on which to base a recommendation for wide dissemination at this time.

•

assess information technologies from an institutional perspective. Many cost
evaluations reflect the traditional focus of information systems and capital expenses on
individual departments (usually radiology). In an integrated health care delivery system, the
costs and potential benefits associated with PACS, and with the information infrastructure
upgrades needed for their implementation, are likely to be system-wide.

•

continue to support test beds for the refinement and evaluation of commercial
PACS and in-house image management systems. While the technology appears to be
well-aligned with the mission and strategic objectives of our health care system, credible
empirical evidence of efficiency, effectiveness, or economic benefit are still needed.
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ADDENDUM
Since this report was written, a paper was submitted for publication by the Leonard Davis Institute
of Health Economics and Department of Radiology, University of Pennsylvania. The report,
entitled The Incremental Cost of a Department-Wide PACS/CR Implementation, is scheduled for
publication early next year.
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METHODS
Systematic Reviews
The MDRC performed a systematic review of the published literature to address four significant
issues related to PACS used in clinical settings: diagnostic accuracy, impact on clinical care, impact
on organizational performance, and cost.
A systematic review differs from a traditional narrative literature review in that it uses a rigorous
scientific approach to limit bias and to improve the accuracy of conclusions based on the available
data (Guyatt, 1995). A systematic review addresses a focused clinical question, uses appropriate
and explicit criteria to select studies for inclusion, conducts a comprehensive search, and appraises
the validity of the individual studies in a reproducible manner.
Consistent with established methods for conducting a systematic review, the MDRC developed
criteria to select studies for inclusion, conducted a comprehensive search, and appraised the
validity of the individual studies in a reproducible fashion using the analytical frameworks
presented below. Because preliminary bibliographic searches identified neither randomized clinical
trials of PACS nor high-quality systematic overviews of PACS, the selection criteria were
designed to include the best available empirical studies that addressed the relevant issues.
A.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All published studies included in this report met the following inclusion criteria:
•

English language journal articles reporting primary data obtained in clinical settings;

•

study design and methods clearly described, with sufficient information to permit
reproducibility;

•

studies not duplicated or superseded by subsequent publications (with the same
purpose) from the same research group;

•

publication date of 1990 or later, in order to reflect the capabilities of this rapidlyevolving technology (Glass, 1992).

Additional inclusion criteria for studies of diagnostic accuracy:
•

studies which meet the full or modified evidence-based medicine criteria (Table A1.1).

Additional inclusion criteria for studies of cost:
•
B.

studies which meet the HERG criteria for Stage II economic evaluation (Table A1.5).

Search strategy
Relevant literature was identified using formal search strategies. First, a broad search was
conducted using the following terms: PACS, TELERADIOL$ (truncated to retrieve all
variations), TELEMEDICINE AND RADIOLOG$, and RADIOLOGY INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (the MeSH heading which includes PACS). The search was then narrowed to
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those references covering: costs, benefits, trends, future, evaluation, innovation,
organization and administration, assessment, forecasting, utilization, standards, statistics,
numerical data, economics, supply, manpower, legislation, design, human factors, or
human-computer. Searches were run on the National Library of Medicine’s MEDLINE© and
HEALTH Planning and Administration databases as well as on Elsevier publishing
company’s database, EMBASE© (1975 to June, 1997). To retrieve citations that would not
yet have been entered into these databases, searches were also performed in all sections of
Current Contents© Institute for Scientific Information (1990 to June, 1997). End-references
from relevant studies, and assessments produced by other organizations were also included
in the bibliographic retrieval.
Primary data reported from studies of the diagnostic accuracy of digital image systems used
for teleradiology were also reviewed and included in this report. Teleradiology equipment
can be viewed as PACS subsystems. Teleradiology systems support the acquisition,
transmission, and viewing of images, but lack a PAC’s capacity to archive imaging
information.
C.

Methodologic standards for studies
The purpose of appraising the literature using clearly defined methodologic criteria is to
ensure that studies are evaluated in a consistent, reproducible manner, and that studies
included in the report conform to established scientific standards. Studies reviewed for
possible inclusion in this report were classified according to the strength of the evidence they
provided, and the strongest available evidence for each significant issue was summarized in
the report. The strength of a study is based on the overall research design and on the quality
of the implementation and analysis.
The methodologic standards, and the types of studies to which they were applied, are
summarized below. The standards are discussed in greater detail in the MDRC report
Assessing Diagnostic Technologies (Flynn, 1996) and in references presented in the Selected
Bibliography.
1. Studies of diagnostic accuracy
It is essential to demonstrate that PACS are sufficiently accurate for use in a clinical setting.
The best evidence to determine if digital imaging (displayed on a workstation and/or on film)
is as accurate as conventional film is to use both digital and analog imaging techniques on a
representative group of patients from an appropriate population at the same point in time.
Analyses of findings from diagnostic test studies are designed to determine how accurately a
test can discriminate between disease and non-disease.
Evidence-based criteria have been established to guide the design and interpretation of studies
of diagnostic tests, based on known sources of bias (Table A1.1). These criteria were used
as standards by which to assess studies for potential inclusion in this report. Studies which
do not meet these criteria are generally considered insufficiently rigorous to provide evidence
on which to base patient care decisions. However, such studies can provide suggestive
information which may be used to guide further planning and research efforts.
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Table A1.1: Evidence-based medicine criteria for studies of diagnostic tests
1. clearly identified comparison groups, one or more of which is free of the target disorder
2. either an objective diagnostic standard or a contemporary clinical diagnostic standard
with demonstrably reproducible criteria for any subjectively interpreted component
3. interpretation of the test without knowledge of the diagnostic standard result
4. interpretation of the diagnostic standard without knowledge of the test result

Source: Hayes and Sackett, eds., 1995.

A somewhat more refined set of quality standards were used to score diagnostic accuracy
studies based on both study design and study implementation. The criteria were originally
developed by the American College of Physicians to evaluate MRI literature (Table A1.2).
Table A1.2: Methodologic quality rating for diagnostic accuracy studies
Grade

Criteria

Quality

A

Studies with broad generalizability to a variety of
patients and no significant flaws in their research
methods
• adequate sample size to provide sufficient statistical power
• patients should be similar to those encountered in practice (that
is, not only including those with severe disease) and from a group
whose clinical symptoms are completely described
• diagnosis defined by an appropriate reference standard (gold
standard)
• diagnostic studies technically of a high quality and evaluated
independent of the reference diagnosis
• prospective study design

high quality
evidence

B

Studies with a narrower spectrum of generalizability,
and with only a few flaws that are well described so
that their impact on conclusions can be assessed
• adequate sample size to provide sufficient statistical power
• more limited spectrum of patients, typically reflecting the referral
bias of university centers with more severely ill patients
• free of other flaws in methods that promote interaction between
test result and disease determination
• prospective study design

good quality
evidence

C

Studies with several flaws in research methods, small
sample size, or incomplete reporting
• retrospective study

weak
evidence

D

Studies with multiple flaws in research methods or
reports of opinion unsubstantiated by data
• no credible reference standard for diagnosis
• test result and determination of final diagnosis not independent
• source of patients could not be determined, or source of patients
obviously influenced by the test result, producing a work-up bias

noncontributory
evidence

Sources: Kent, 1994; Kent and Larson, 1992; Kent and Larson, 1988.
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Table A2.4 summarizes how studies of diagnostic accuracy which were included in this
report were evaluated based on these two sets of standards.
2. Studies of processes and outcomes of care
Although these studies examine some variables which are unfamiliar to medical researchers,
they in fact employ the same study designs as traditional medical research. Table A1.3 lists
study designs for evaluating health care interventions, and ranks the persuasiveness of their
findings, ordered from those providing the weakest to those providing the strongest evidence
of a relationship between the intervention and the outcome of interest. Recommendations
about using a technology should be linked to the quality of the available evidence, with the
strength of the recommendation dependent on the quality of the available evidence. These
traditional scientific standards for study design and strength of evidence were applied to
studies reviewed for inclusion in the report, and studies which provided the strongest
available evidence in each area of interest were selected for inclusion.
Table A1.3: Continuum of study designs and their causal implications
Study Design

Inference / Strength of Evidence

I.

Anecdote
Clinical hunches
Case history

Speculative

II.

Time series
Ecologic correlations
Cross-sectional

Suggestive

III. Case-control

Moderately suggestive

IV. Before-after with controls
Historical cohort

Highly suggestive

V. Prospective cohort

Moderately firm

VI. Randomized controlled trials (RCT)
Community randomized trials
Systematic reviews of RTCs

Firm

Source: Adapted from Ibrahim, 1985.

Types I through III are observational studies, not true experiments. Observational studies are
subject to many forms of bias which can diminish the accuracy of their findings. Therefore,
they do not provide very persuasive evidence linking interventions with the outcomes
observed. They can be useful for helping generate ideas for further research. Types IV and
V studies are considered quasi-experimental designs. They are commonly used in healthcare
(often because it is not possible to conduct true experiments with patients) and provide
stronger evidence than can be obtained from observational studies. Type VI studies are true
experiments, and provide the most persuasive evidence for linking interventions with the
outcomes observed.
While this methodologic hierarchy is widely understood within the scientific community,
methods for assessing the quality of data collected in studies of work process efficiency are
less standardized and less familiar. Methods for assessing the most common outcome of
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interest, time spent performing a task, are derived from the field of industrial engineering.
Warburton (1992) classified several common methods of measuring units of work time, all
of which have been used in estimating changes in work process related to PACS. These data
quality rankings were applied to studies included in this report.
Table A1.4: Defining and Rating of Time Measurement Techniques
Technique

Methods

Data Quality

Time and
motion study

direct observation by trained observer
using stopwatch

•most accurate
•most costly and disruptive

Activity
sampling

•identify discrete activities of interest
•highly accurate with sufficient
•observe each person at specified times
observations
•record which activity of interest staffer •less costly and disruptive
is then engaged in

Self-recording
Self-reporting

•record completion of task when done,
or
•report time for activity to interviewer

•less accurate than independent
measurement
•even less costly and less
disruptive

Analysis of
administrative
data

•are often time estimation models
based on time and motion studies
•completeness, timeliness, and
contents of administrative data may
vary

•often fairly accurate, particularly
for tracking changes over time
•least costly and least disruptive

Source: Warburton, 1992.

3 . Cost studies
Analytic frameworks discussed above provide a method to develop summary analyses based
on the best quality data available in the published literature, but they do not explicitly address
costs. Currently, there are no formally accepted criteria for synthesizing economic data from
primary costing studies (Rigby, 1996).
Economic evaluations often use ad hoc methodologies, mixed research study designs,
incorporate data obtained from earlier studies, or use modeling. When the methods are
clearly described, the underlying study designs can be identified and may be classified within
the framework presented in Table A1.3. This classification can then be used to rank the
quality of the evidence (data) used in the study. This then provides a mechanism to evaluate
the strength of the evidence used in the economic evaluation, and hence the reliability of the
evaluation.
The above system ranks the strength of the evidence according to the source of the data used
in the economic analysis. Economic analyses are also classified according to the type of data
included in the analysis. The type of data used varies along three dimensions: perspective,
type of analysis, and scope of costs and benefits included. The type of data used in an
economic analysis should reflect the goals of the study.
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Perspective: The perspective of the study defines the viewpoint from which the analysis
is performed (for example, that of the patient, the service, or the institution). It determines
the types of costs, consequences, and outcomes to be analyzed, as well as the conclusions to
be drawn (Luce, 1995).
Measures of costs and benefits: The types of costs included in an analysis are
classified as direct, indirect, or intangible. Direct costs are usually associated with monetary
transactions and represent costs incurred in providing the care (payments for supplies,
equipment, salaries). Indirect costs represent the value of consequences that cannot be
counted as direct cost (number of work days lost, loss of productivity, loss of income due to
premature death resulting from a missed diagnosis). Intangible costs (pain, anxiety,
caregiver burden) are the remaining elements of the burden of the illness or activity.
Although potentially significant, intangible costs are difficult to measure and are often
omitted from economic analyses.
The measure used to value benefits in an economic evaluation is traditionally used as a means
of classifying the study type. Measurement of the consequences of an expenditure may be
omitted from a study, may be calculated in dollars, or may be expressed in the natural units
of the benefits measured.
Types of economic analysis: Cost identification, cost-benefit, and cost-effectiveness
analyses are three of the most common types of traditional economic evaluations.
A cost identification analysis simply measures costs of a specific activity (such as the
implementation of a technology) without considering the consequences. A cost-benefit
analysis (CBA) compares the costs of an activity to the dollar value of resources saved or
created. A cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) also measures the costs of an activity, but
compares the costs to the benefits derived measured in their natural units (such as dollars per
years of life saved) rather than in dollars. For a cost-benefit analysis or cost-effectiveness
analysis to be done, outcomes thought to be a consequence of the activity being studied must
be identified, and effectiveness must be measured.
The use of cost-effectiveness analysis has been widely recommended in the literature,
perhaps because it appears to offer a method to compare returns on investments across
different types of programs. However, CEAs have been difficult to conduct in the health
care system, in which leaders often allocate resources to health care technologies which are
still evolving, and for which strong evidence of effectiveness is still lacking.
Stages of economic analysis: A useful analytic framework has been proposed that
frames economic evaluations in a way that appears better suited to the evolving nature of
many health care technologies. The Health Economics Research Group at the University of
York classifies economic evaluations into four stages (Sculpher, 1995). The stages capture
the dynamic nature of technologies, and relate the level of maturity of the technology to the
type and strength of evidence (as classified above) to be used in the economic evaluation.
These stages can be viewed as analogous to the four main phases of experimentation used
within the pharmaceutical industry (Pocock, 1983).
This framework incorporates the belief that all health care technology assessment, including
economic evaluation, should be iterative, and that the evaluations themselves should
represent a cost-effective use of resources. The HERG analytic framework appears to be
well-suited for use with an evolving technology such as PACS, and is applied to studies
reviewed for inclusion in this report.
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Appendix 2
Evidence Tables for
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies
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Table A2.1:

Summary of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy of PACS: comparison of conventional film to digital workstation imaging

Notes:
• Three studies in this table (Paakkala, Goldberg, and DeCorato) used a case series design; these studies included patients determined to be free of disease who served as internal
controls. The remaining studies used a case-control design and randomized presentation of images to interpreters.
• Except where otherwise indicated, ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) in studies included in this table was the confirmed diagnosis by biopsy, CT, or expert opinion based on conventional film interpretation,
clinical history, other testing, or response to treatment. Since blinding was inconsistent, the studies do not fully meet evidence-based criteria for diagnostic test evaluation.
• Four studies in this table (Slasky, Cox, Elam, and Thaete) included in their research design a comparison to a third imaging modality, that of digital imaging printed to hard
copy (film). Findings related to digital image hard copy are reported in subsequent tables.
• Two studies (Ackerman, 1993 and Scott, 1995) were performed at the same institution, but address different diagnostic problems.
Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Slasky et al.,
1990
Departments of
Diagnostic
Radiology and
Statistics,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital image hard copy (film), and digital image soft copy (on high
resolution monitors)

Image Analysis
• overall accuracy in the detection of “any abnormality”, interstitial disease, and
pneumothorax significantly higher for film than for digital image viewed on workstation. No
significant difference between these two modalities for accuracy of detection of pulmonary
nodules
• time required to diagnose cases was comparable for all modalities

Cases/Controls
• case sample of 300 prospectively identified, high quality chest radiographs from an
outpatient facility, 113 of which were normal
• abnormal cases represented a range of severity of the following conditions: any
abnormality, lung nodules, interstitial disease, and/ or pneumothorax
Methods
• conventional films were digitized with a high-contrast-sensitivity high-resolution digitizer for
viewing on workstations and laser-printing to film
• 7 board-certified radiologists interpreted each of 300 chest images twice: once on
conventional film and once on workstation. 5 of the radiologists also interpreted digital hard
copy (film) version of images
• images presented in random order
• readers blinded to patient clinical information
• use of workstation tools to change window (contrast) and level (brightness) was
encouraged
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts based on conventional film imaging, and
independently corroborated by biopsy, CT, or follow-up exam
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2400 x 12 bit digital images displayed on
1536 x 2048 x 8 bit monitor or printed to high-resolution film

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• as a group, radiologists did not perform as well with either hard-copy or soft-copy of digital
images as with conventional film when very high resolution was needed for disease
detection
• extensive training (not provided in this study) may be required with high-resolution
workstations before radiologists perform at optimal level

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Cox et al.,
1990
University of
Kansas Medical
Center

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images printed as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on high resolution monitors

Image Analysis
• accuracy of conventional film and workstation images equivalent for five of the conditions of
interest: costophrenic angle blunting, atelectasis, consolidation, apical scarring, and hilar/
mediastinal masses
• conventional film more accurate than digital image soft copy (workstation) for detecting
pneumothorax and interstitial disease
• workstation images more accurate than conventional film for detecting parenchymal
masses

Cases/Controls
• 163 chest radiographs selected for study: 99 which demonstrated one or more of 9
pulmonary abnormalities with a range of diagnostic difficulty and 64 normal chest images

Paakkala et al.,
1991
Tampere
University Central
Hospital, Finland

Methods
• conventional film images were digitized for viewing on workstations or for laser printing to
create hard copy (film) of digitized images
• readers were trained to use workstations, scoring form, and defined diagnostic criteria for
selected abnormalities
• six board-certified radiologists, three with no prior computer or workstation experience,
analyzed images
• readers were blinded to other clinical information
• each read 163 images in random order: 1/3 as conventional film, 1/3 as digital image hard
copy, and 1/3 on workstation. No radiologist viewed more than one version of any case
• both conventional and laser-printed films were viewed on a film alternator
• zoom and pan functions available on workstations; use of image manipulation techniques
while reading “soft copy” not quantified
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts, based on imaging
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2048 x 12 bit digital images displayed on
2048 x 2560 (high resolution) monitor or printed to film. Two versions of film were printed,
one with higher-contrast; study coordinator selected the image most closely approximating
the original film

Authors’ Comments
• present technology, as tested, may not be adequate for primary diagnoses of interstitial
pulmonary disease and pneumothorax
• workstations may offer some advantage over film. Observers were able to detect
parenchymal nodes more accurately on workstations than on conventional film
• half of readers in this study had no prior experience with workstations. Increased familiarity
with equipment, and recent improvements in workstations, are expected to further improve
performance of readers on workstations

Purpose
to evaluate the image quality and clinical practicability of teleradiology for interpretation of
chest and bone imaging

Image Analysis
Note that authors do not indicate level of statistical significance of their findings, nor are
operating characteristics reported by specific diagnosis
• 90% of films and 73% of digitized images viewed on monitors were considered satisfactory
by reader(s)
• overall, the interpretation of film images was 5% more sensitive and 3% more specific than
interpretation of monitor images
• for chest films, the accuracy of interpretation was 2.2% higher than for monitor images; for
bone films, accuracy of interpretation was 4.7% higher than for monitor images
• zooming, brightness or contrast control judged to be useful in 21% of cases

Cases/Internal Controls
• case series of 372 images, prospectively studied:
- 146 chest (38% normal)
- 226 bone (58% normal)
Methods
• conventional film images were digitized, transmitted over digital telephone line (64
Kbits/second), and viewed on a monitor
• readers were not blinded to clinical information on X-ray request forms
• a radiologist and a third-year resident interpreted digital images, and evaluated image
quality. Radiologist read 190 images, resident read all images. 3 months later, same
physicians read original films
• gold standard: final diagnosis made from review of images and medical records
• difference in accuracy between modalities calculated mathematically (without ROC
curves)
• spatial resolution of digital images: 512 x 512 pixels x 8 bits
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Additional study findings reported in other tables

Authors’ Comments
• quality of digital image transmission improved as operators gained experience with
equipment
• no major discrepancies between the two imaging modalities arose in 96% of cases, and,
despite the slightly poorer accuracy of transmitted images, it was an acceptable means of
augmenting the usefulness of the radiologist
• senior consultant used zooming, brightness control, and contrast adjustment more than
resident
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Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Elam et al.,
1992
University of
Arizona College of
Medicine;
University of
California, San
Francisco

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting pneumothorax on adult chest images using
four formats: conventional film images, digital images printed on film in conventional small
format (17.8 x 21.6 cm) or large format (35.6 x 43.1 cm), and digital images displayed on a
monitor

Image Analysis
• no significant difference in accuracy, sensitivity or specificity of detection of pneumothorax
between conventional film and digital images interpreted on workstations
• the differences in sensitivity between film (.82) and workstations (.65) approached
significance (p=.06)

Cases/Controls
• 45 chest radiographs were selected
- 23 demonstrating a spectrum of pneumothoraces
- 22 age-matched controls with either normal chests or abnormality other than
pneumothorax

Authors’ Comments
• based on author’s post-hoc calculations, study did not have the power to detect significant
differences in accuracy if, in fact, they existed
• the small study size, or greater experience of the study’s readers with digital chest
radiography, may explain difference in outcome between this and the Slasky study

Methods
• matched film-screen (analog) and computed radiography (digital) images were obtained
from 45 patients for viewing in four formats
• 5 board-certified radiologists, all experienced with digital images and trained in image
manipulation techniques, interpreted all images in each of 4 formats
• images presented in random order. Images on monitors were read in one session; film
images were presented in sets of 45 paired images, with 1-2 weeks given for interpretation
of each set
• window, level, and zoom functions available on workstations, but their use was not
quantified
• readers indicated presence or absence of each pulmonary abnormalities listed for them,
and rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis
• readers blinded to clinical diagnosis
• gold standard: diagnosis as determined by follow-up imaging and by patient’s clinical
course
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1760 x 2140 pixel resolution of initial digital image,
printed without loss or compression to film or displayed on a 1024 x 1536 pixel monitor
Franken et al.,
1992
Department of
Radiology,
University of Iowa

Additional study findings reported in other tables

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting clinical neonatal radiographs using
conventional film images vs. digital workstation

Image Analysis
• “no appreciable difference” in accuracy of interpretation between conventional film and
digitized image viewed on a PACS workstation

Cases/Controls
• case sample of 100 chest or abdominal films from neonatal ICU, representing a wide range
of subtle manifestations of common pediatric diseases
- 58 chest images: 14 normals, 4-10 images of each of six pulmonary diseases
- 42 abdominal images: 19 normals, 2-16 images of each of four abdominal diseases

Authors’ Comments
• although no differences between film and workstations were found, the confidence intervals
for the differences were too large to conclude that the two were truly comparable
• smaller size of pediatric image allowed complete images to be displayed at full resolution
on PACS workstations. To produce comparable spatial resolution, 2048 x 2048 pixel
monitors may be required for displaying digital images of adult chest films

Methods
• film images were digitized for viewing on a PACS workstation
• original conventional x-ray films were viewed with a hot light as well as a view box
• 4 radiologists rated images as normal or abnormal, and ranked degree of confidence in their
conclusions. Each radiologist read all images in both film and workstation format
• images were presented in random order
• 2 radiologists blinded to patient age, 2 aware of patient age
• gold standard used: confirmed diagnosis based on demonstrated typical clinical course of
disease; subsequent imaging reflecting fulminating disease; or alternative diagnostic testing
with a higher degree of accuracy
• spatial resolution of workstation: 1024 x 1024 pixels. Small pediatric images could be
displayed at full resolution, with imaging comparable to that of a 2000 x 2000 pixel monitor

MTA95-001-01
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Ackerman et al.,
1993
Johns Hopkins
Medical Institution

Purpose
to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of conventional film as compared with digitized images
displayed on a workstation for detecting fractures and pneumonia

Image Analysis
• overall sensitivity significantly higher for conventional film than for workstation images
(89% vs. 78%)
• overall specificity of the two modes (film vs. workstation) not significantly different
• overall accuracy of interpretations significantly higher for conventional film than for
workstation
• accuracy of interpretations significantly increased with reader’s increased confidence in
diagnosis, as well as with increased quality of image (92% vs. 85%)
• no significant difference in overall performance between radiology faculty and fellows/
residents
• no increase in the accuracy of interpreting workstation images over time

Cases/Controls
160 films selected: 40 fracture cases and 40 pneumonia cases with 80 age- and gendermatched controls
Methods
• selected conventional film images were digitized and transmitted via a T1 telephone line
(1.544 Mbits/second) for viewing on a remote workstation
• readers received training in use of workstations, including use of image manipulation tools
(including zoom and brightness-contrast)
• 8 radiologists (4 faculty, 2 fellows, and 2 senior residents) read images, rated degree of
confidence in their diagnosis, and assessed image quality
• each reader viewed half the examinations as film and half as digital images; no reader
interpreted the same image from both film and digital mode. No reader was blinded to
clinical or demographic information
• gold standard: diagnosis based on interpretation of conventional film images, determined by
consensus panel of 6 experts. Level of diagnostic difficulty and technical quality of images
were rated by same panel
• spatial resolution of monitor: 1280 x 1024 pixels
Goldberg et al.,
1993
Massachusetts
General Hospital
and Harvard
Medical School

Purpose
to compare the accuracy of interpretation of conventional film, as compared with digitized
images displayed on high-resolution workstations
Cases/Internal Controls
• case series of the first 685 plain films transmitted from an outpatient center to the hospital
radiology department via high-speed teleradiology system:
- 530 adults: 334 normal, 196 abnormal chest, bone and soft tissue, sinus, or KUB
- 205 pediatric: 119 normal, 86 abnormal chest, bone and soft tissue, or sinus
Methods
• conventional film images were digitized and transmitted via T1 telephone lines to
workstation accompanied by: previous images (when available), clinical data, and
demographic data
• hospital radiologists interpreted the images on workstations and faxed preliminary reports
to the outpatient site
• original film images “usually“ interpreted by different radiologist
• readers able to access workstation interpretations when making diagnosis based on film
• gold standard: diagnosis based on conventional film reading, with arbitration panel review of
discrepant cases. Preliminary diagnoses based on workstation image interpretation
available to readers who interpreted conventional film images
• spatial resolution of images: 1684 x 2048 x 12 bit digital images displayed on a 2048 x 2560
x 8 bit monitor

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• for the selected conditions, this workstation configuration is inappropriate for primary
diagnostic interpretation
• readers emphasized the need for faster workstations with higher spatial resolution
• based on post-hoc analysis, the size of the subgroups in the study was too small, and the
analysis may have failed to detect some of the differences between conventional film and
workstation images

Image Analysis
• overall interpretive accuracy of use of digital workstation compared with that of film was
98%
• overall diagnostic sensitivity was 96% and overall specificity was 99%
• overall accuracy of interpretations significantly higher for film than for workstation
• review of discrepant cases identified 14 errors attributed to workstation interpretation and 3
errors in conventional film interpretation
Authors’ Comments
• accurate primary diagnosis with high-resolution digital teleradiology is now feasible
• a higher resolution system than that tested here might be needed for some diagnostic tasks
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Thaete et al.,
1994
Department of
Radiology,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images printed as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on a workstation

Image Analysis
• overall accuracy in the detection of alveolar infiltrate, interstitial disease and pneumothorax
significantly higher for conventional film than for digital image displayed on workstation
• no significant difference between these two modalities for detection of nodules
• no significant difference between these two modalities for detection rib fractures
it should be noted that study lacked the power to detect such a difference if, in fact, it existed

Cases/Controls
• 310 chest radiographs prospectively selected from outpatient facility:
- 198 had one or more abnormality (24 alveolar infiltrate, 124 interstitial disease,
84 nodules, 27 pneumothorax, 18 rib fractures)
- 112 controls had none of abnormalities of interest
Methods
• matched film-screen (analog) and high-resolution-high-contrast computed radiography
(digitized) images were obtained from same patients
• readers trained in use of workstations, study forms, and use of defined diagnostic criteria for
selected abnormalities
• 9 board-certified radiologists analyzed images. 7 had extensive experience with
workstations and 2 were trained prior to the study
• readers were blinded to other clinical information
• each reader interpreted 30-40 images per session. Order of images, and type of format
used per session (workstation, conventional film or digitized image on film), was
randomized. All radiologists read all films in all formats
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts based on biopsy, CT or other follow-up imaging, and
clinical history
• spatial resolution of digital images: 4096 x 5000 x 12 bit digital images displayed on 1536 x
2048 x 8 bit monitor or printed to film with high-resolution printer

Korsoff et al.,
1995
Turku University
Central Hospital
and Technical
Research Center
of Finland

Purpose
to evaluate the diagnostic reliability of transmitted digitized images compared with original
chest films
Cases/Controls
• 43 cases: 15 with subtle pneumothorax, 12 with interstitial lung disease, and 16 controls
• method of control selection not described
Methods
• prospectively identified, selected conventional film images were digitized using both a 1024
x 1024 x 12 bit and a 2048 x 2048 x 12 bit matrix, and transmitted by modem (64
Kbits/second) to workstations
• 5 hospital radiologists interpreted the images and rated degree of confidence in reading
according to the following schedule: month 1: 1024 x 1024 pixel images; month 2: 2048 x
2048 pixel images; month 3: original films
• all radiologist read all images in all formats
• readers were not fully blinded. All images were accompanied by the same clinical
information: “suspected pneumothorax or interstitial pulmonary disease”
• gray-scale windowing and zooming functions available on monitors
• all 2K x 2K images viewed using zoom function
• gold standard: consensus of 3 radiologists based on reading original films and confirmed
with strong clinical and imaging follow-up
• spatial resolution of monitor used to display all digital images: 1280 x 1024 x 8 bits

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• although digital imaging of the chest has improved, conventional film imaging technology
has also improved
• as a group, radiologists did not perform as well with digitally acquired images displayed on
workstations as with film for conditions such as interstitial disease and pneumothorax.
• workstations used may not be adequate for primary diagnosis of these abnormalities at this
time

Additional study findings reported in other tables
Image Analysis
• no significant differences in the detection of interstitial fibrosis between conventional films
and digital images of either moderate or high resolution
• no significant differences found in the detection of pneumothorax between conventional films
and high resolution (2048 x 2048) digital images displayed on the 1280 x 1024 x 8 bit monitor
using magnification
• detection of pneumothorax significantly higher for conventional film than for moderate
resolution (1024 x 1024) digital images displayed on the 1280 x 1024 x 8 bit monitor
• gray-scale windowing not used by readers because of function’s slow response time
Authors’ Comment
• accurate primary diagnosis of pulmonary disease is possible with 2048 x 2048 pixel matrix,
and 1024 x 1024 matrix may be adequate for use by an experienced radiologist
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Scott et al.,
1995
Johns Hopkins
Medical Institution

Purpose
to compare the accuracy of interpretation, by radiologists and ER physicians, of conventional
film and digital images displayed on workstations

Image Analysis
• overall accuracy significantly higher for conventional film than for workstation images
(64.5% vs. 57.3%). This difference in accuracy varied with specialty area of the reader and
with difficulty of the diagnostic task
• overall sensitivity significantly higher for conventional film than for workstation images
(50.2% vs. 39.6%)
• no significant difference in overall specificity between the two imaging modalities
• when data were analyzed by specialty area:
- for ER physicians, no significant difference in accuracy of reading from film vs.
workstations
- for radiologists, accuracy significantly higher for film than for workstation images
- radiologists’ interpretation of workstation images more accurate than ER physicians’
interpretation of film
• when data analyzed by diagnostic difficulty:
- for cases of low difficulty, reader performance was relatively high and essentially equal
for film and workstation interpretation
- for cases of moderate difficulty, interpretation of film images was significantly more
accurate than for workstation interpretation (61.7% vs. 49.4%) and significantly more
sensitive (54.7% vs. 40.5%)
- for cases of high difficulty, interpretation of film images was more accurate, sensitive,
and specific than for workstation image interpretation, but differences were not
statistically significant

Cases/Controls
• 120 films retrospectively selected:
- 60 diagnostically difficult cases of musculoskeletal, abdominal, and chest disorders
- 60 controls
• frequency distribution of disorders similar to that seen in ER
Methods
• selected film images were digitized for viewing on a workstation
• contrast, brightness, and zoom control available on workstation; use not quantified
• original conventional x-ray films were read on a view box
• readers: 4 faculty radiologists, 4 second-year radiology residents, 4 faculty ER physicians,
4 second-year ER residents
• each reader interpreted 60 digital images and 60 film images of different cases; each case
was viewed only once by a reader
• images were presented in random order
• readers not blinded to some clinical information
• gold standard: diagnosis based on conventional film image. Discrepant interpretations were
reviewed by expert panel
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1200 x 1600 pixels

Authors’ Comments
• the equipment configuration tested was not acceptable for making primary diagnoses of ER
exams; high spatial resolution is critical for workstation imaging of subtle abnormalities
• the extensive clinical information normally used by ER physicians when interpreting
images was not provided to readers in this study

MTA95-001-01
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DeCorato et al.,
1995
St. Luke’sRoosevelt
Hospital Center,
New York

Purpose
to assess the efficacy of a digital teleradiology system in the interpretation of ER radiology
studies

Image Analysis
Note that authors do not indicate the level of statistical significance of their findings
• 95% (95% CI=93.6%-96.6%) of transmitted cases had no clinically significant differences in
interpretation between workstation image interpretation by residents and film interpretation
by radiologists
• half of discrepant readings:
- 19 cases were judged to be reader error by residents interpreting digital images
- 14 were judged to reflect interobserver variability
- 3 were considered to reflect inadequate digital imaging
- 2 were judged to be film image interpretation error

Cases/Internal Controls
• prospectively assembled case series of 812 imaging examinations obtained over 6 months
on night shift in ER, 46% of which were abnormal, 24 of which represented subtle
abnormalities
• included 693 conventional film, 118 CT, one MRI
Methods
• all images were printed to film, then digitized. Image data was transmitted from one
hospital ER to a remote hospital via a T1 telephone line
• readers were radiology residents with 1-3.5 years experience, all with prior training and
experience in interpreting workstation images
• image manipulation functions available on workstations; use not quantified
• gold standard: official film interpretation performed within 24 hours by a board-certified
radiologist who had not read workstation images
• blinding of readers of workstation images to clinical information not reported
• discrepancies between workstation image interpretations by residents and film image
interpretation by radiologists evaluated for potential clinical significance with assistance of
ER physician
• discrepant cases of clinical significance re-digitized and evaluated by experts blinded to
diagnoses
• data from conventional film images which were digitized for transmission not analyzed
separately from MRI/CT data. No ROC analysis performed
• spatial resolution of images: 2040 x 2056 x 12 bit images displayed on a 1200 x 1600 pixel
monitor

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• tested system “can be both reliable and effectively used” in off-hour interpretation of ER
studies
• image manipulation on workstations was judged to be slow and cumbersome
• findings consistent with those of Goldberg
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Table A2.2:

Summary of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy of PACS: comparison of conventional film and digital images as hard copy (film)

Notes:
• Studies in this table used case-control design and randomized presentation of images to interpreters.
• ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) used was confirmed diagnosis by biopsy, CT, or expert opinion based on review of conventional analog images and/ or medical records.
• Studies included in this table met most or all of the evidenced-based criteria for diagnostic test evaluation; studies by Elam, Yoshino, and Kondoh do not explicitly indicate that
readers were blinded.
• Two studies (Slasky and Thaete) were performed by different departments in the same institution, using different subjects and methods.
Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Slasky et al.,
1990
Departments of
Diagnostic
Radiology and
Statistics,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital image hard copy (film), and digital image soft copy (on high
resolution monitors)

Image Analysis
• overall accuracy in the detection of pneumothorax significantly higher for conventional film
than for hard copy (film) of digital image. No significant difference between these two
modalities for accuracy of detection of “any abnormality”, interstitial disease, or pulmonary
nodules

Cases/Controls
• case sample of 300 prospectively identified, high quality chest radiographs from an
outpatient facility, 113 of which were normal
• abnormal cases represented a range of severity of the following conditions: any
abnormality, lung nodules, interstitial disease and/ or pneumothorax

Authors’ Comment
• as a group, radiologists did not perform as well with hard-copy of digital images as with
conventional film when very high resolution was needed for disease detection

Methods
• conventional films were digitized with a high-contrast-sensitivity high-resolution digitizer for
viewing on workstations and laser-printing to film
• 7 board-certified radiologists interpreted each of 300 chest images twice: once on
conventional film and once on workstation. 5 of the radiologists also interpreted digital hard
copy (film) version of images
• images presented in random order
• readers blinded to patient clinical information
• use of workstation tools to change window (contrast) and level (brightness) was
encouraged
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts based on conventional film imaging, and
independently corroborated by biopsy, CT, or follow-up exam
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2400 x 12 bit digital images displayed on
1536 x 2048 x 8 bit monitor or printed to high-resolution film

MTA95-001-01

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Results/Comments

Cox et al.,
1990
University of
Kansas Medical
Center

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images printed as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on high resolution monitors

Image Analysis
• no significant difference between conventional film and hard copy (film) of digital image for
the detection of 8 of the 9 abnormalities tested (costophrenic angle blunting, atelectasis,
consolidation, apical scarring, hilar/mediastinal mass, obstructive disease, pneumothorax,
and interstitial disease)
• digital image hard copy more accurate than conventional film for detecting parenchymal
masses

Cases/Controls
• 163 chest radiographs selected for study: 99 which demonstrated one or more of 9
pulmonary abnormalities with a range of diagnostic difficulty and 64 normal chest images
Methods
• conventional film images were digitized for viewing on workstations or for laser printing to
create hard copy (film) of digitized images
• readers were trained to use workstations, scoring form, and defined diagnostic criteria for
selected abnormalities
• 6 board-certified radiologists, three with no prior computer or workstation experience,
analyzed images
• readers were blinded to other clinical information
• each read 163 images in random order: 1/3 as conventional film, 1/3 as digital image hard
copy, and 1/3 on workstation. No radiologist viewed more than one version of any case
• both conventional and laser-printed films were viewed on a film alternator
• zoom and pan functions available on workstations; use of image manipulation techniques
while reading “soft copy” not quantified
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts, based on conventional imaging
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2048 x 12 bit digital images displayed on
2048 x 2560 (high resolution) monitor or printed to film. Two versions of film were printed,
one with higher-contrast; study coordinator selected the image most closely approximating
the original film

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comment
• performance of 2048 x 2048 hard copy of digital imaging is generally equivalent to that of
conventional radiography, with the exception of the detection of parenchymal masses. The
improved rendition of contrast information in the digitized hard copy may contribute to this
finding

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Elam et al.,
1992
University of
Arizona College of
Medicine;
University of
California, San
Francisco

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting pneumothorax on adult chest images using
four formats: conventional film images, digital images printed on film in conventional small
format (17.8 x 21.6 cm) or large format (35.6 x 43.1 cm), and digital images displayed on a
monitor

Image Analysis
• no significant difference in accuracy, sensitivity, or specificity of detection of pneumothorax
between conventional film and digital images printed to either small or large format film

Cases/Controls
• 45 chest radiographs were selected:
- 23 demonstrating a spectrum of pneumothoraces
- 22 age-matched controls with either normal chests or abnormality other than
pneumothorax
Methods
• matched film-screen (analog) and computed radiography (digital) images were obtained
from 45 patients for viewing in four formats
• 5 board-certified radiologists, all experienced with digital images and trained in image
manipulation techniques, interpreted all images in each of 4 formats
• images presented in random order. Images on monitors were read in one session; film
images were presented in sets of 45 paired images, with 1-2 weeks given for interpretation
of each set
• window, level, and zoom functions available on workstations, but their use was not
quantified
• readers indicated presence or absence of each pulmonary abnormalities listed for them,
and rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis
• readers blinded to clinical diagnosis
• gold standard: diagnosis as determined by follow-up imaging and by patient’s clinical
course
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1760 x 2140 pixel resolution of initial digital image,
printed without loss or compression to film or displayed on a 1024 x 1536 pixel monitor

Yoshino et al.,
1992
Arizona Health
Sciences Center,
University of
Arizona, and
Boston Children’s
Hospital

Purpose
to assess the diagnostic accuracy of high-resolution teleradiology for detecting cervical spine
fractures
Cases/Controls
•50 films selected retrospectively for study
- 25 patients with cervical spine fractures of varying diagnostic difficulty
- 25 controls (5 normal, 20 with degenerative disc disease)
Methods
• conventional film images were digitized, transmitted to a remote site via a T1 telephone line
(1.54 megabytes/second), and laser-printed to film to produce hard-copy of the digital image
• all images used in the study were judged to be of acceptable quality
• digital film size was 56% of conventional film image size
• each image was examined by 4 readers: 2 neuroradiologists, a general radiologist, and a
radiology fellow. Each reader interpreted all images, with at least 4 weeks between reading
of original and printed version of transmitted image
• readers evaluated film for presence or absence of fracture and rated their degree of
certainty in diagnosis
• blinding of readers to clinical information not indicated
• gold standard used was one of the following: visualization of bone at surgery or autopsy, CT,
or follow-up X-ray indicating healing fracture
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2048 x 8 bits

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• based on author’s post-hoc calculations, study did not have the power to detect significant
differences in accuracy if, in fact, they existed
• the small study size, or greater experience of the study’s readers with digital chest
radiography, may explain difference in outcome between this and the Slasky study

Additional study findings reported in other tables

Image Analysis
• for the 2 experienced readers, conventional film significantly more accurate than 56%-sized
hard copy of digital images in the detection of cervical neck fractures
• for the 2 less-experienced readers, no significant difference in accuracy between
conventional film and reduced-sized digital film
• the diagnostic performance of neuroradiologists using transmitted images was better than
that of general radiologists using conventional imaging, although the difference did not reach
statistical significance
Authors’ Comments
• high resolution alone may not be adequate to give teleradiology images equal diagnostic
performance to original film images for cervical spine fracture detection. It may be
necessary to view transmitted images on workstations rather than on film in order to have
the capacity to manipulate images on a monitor to improve diagnostic capabilities of the
system
• the decision about whether or not to use teleradiology needs to be made in light of both the
system itself and the users of the system
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Thaete et al.,
1994
Department of
Radiology,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images printed as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on a workstation

Image Analysis
• overall accuracy in the detection of interstitial disease significantly higher for conventional
film than for hard-copy (film) of digital image. No significant difference between these two
modalities for detection of alveolar infiltrate, nodules, pneumothorax, or rib fracture

Cases/Controls
• 310 chest radiographs prospectively selected from outpatient facility:
- 198 had one or more abnormality (24 alveolar infiltrate, 124 interstitial disease,
84 nodules, 27 pneumothorax, 18 rib fractures)
- 112 controls had none of abnormalities of interest

Authors’ Comments
• although digital imaging of the chest has improved, conventional film imaging technology
has also improved
• as a group, radiologists did not perform as well with digitally acquired images displayed on
workstations as with film or hard-copy of digital images for conditions such as interstitial
disease and pneumothorax. Workstations used may not be adequate for primary diagnosis
of these abnormalities at this time

Methods
• matched film-screen (analog) and high-resolution-high-contrast computed radiography
(digitized) images were obtained from same patients
• readers trained in use of workstations, study forms, and use of defined diagnostic criteria for
selected abnormalities
• 9 board-certified radiologists analyzed images. 7 had extensive experience with
workstations and 2 were trained prior to the study
• readers were blinded to other clinical information
• each reader interpreted 30-40 images per session. Order of images, and type of format
used per session (workstation, conventional film, or digitized image on film), was
randomized. All radiologists read all films in all formats
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts based on biopsy, CT or other follow-up imaging, and
clinical history
• spatial resolution of digital images: 4096 x 5000 x 12 bit digital images displayed on 1536 x
2048 x 8 bit monitor or printed to film with high-resolution printer
Kondoh et al.,
1994
Osaka University

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting chest images using conventional film vs.
two formats of hard copy (film) of digital images: full and 2/3 size
Cases/Controls
• 40 chest radiographs selected for study:
- 20 with a variety of subtle interstitial pulmonary lesions (N for individual disorders
ranged from 1-8)
- 20 control patients without pulmonary lesions
• method of image selection not described
Methods
• digital images were captured via computed radiography (CR) with a 2000 x 2000 x 10-bit
format
• 11 radiologists (7 experienced, 4 junior staff or residents) read all cases in each of three
formats (conventional film and 2 sizes of CR film)
• readers identified abnormalities and rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis
• readers not blinded to types or severity of abnormalities included in study
• blinding of CT readers to diagnostic test information not indicated
• order and timing of image presentation not described
• gold standard: computed tomography (CT) of the chest
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2000 x 2000 pixels

Additional study findings reported in other tables
Image Analysis
• conventional film significantly more accurate than full-sized hard copy (film) printed from
digital images
• for all readers combined, no significant difference in accuracy of interpretation between fullsized and 2/3-sized hard copy of digital images
• for all readers combined, no significant difference in accuracy of interpretation between
conventional film and 2/3-sized hard copy of digital images
• when data from experienced and inexperienced radiologists were analyzed separately:
- for inexperienced radiologists, no significant difference in accuracy of interpretation
among 3 types of images (conventional film, full-sized, and 2/3-sized hard copy of digital
images)
- for experienced radiologists, interpretation from conventional film significantly more
accurate than from either sized hard copy of digital image
Authors’ Comments
• based on subgroup analysis, the image quality needed to detect subtle abnormalities was
dependent on level of reader’s experience
• early detection of acute subtle interstitial lung abnormalities is important in the clinical
setting in which this study was performed. The digital imaging system tested was not fully
satisfactory for the primary diagnosis of subtle pulmonary disease
• higher resolution imaging equipment was purchased to better meet the needs of these
patients
Additional study findings reported in other tables

MTA95-001-01
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Table A2.3:

Summary of the literature
Diagnostic accuracy of PACS: comparison of digital images viewed as hard copy (on film) to digital
images viewed as digital images viewed as soft copy (on workstation)

Notes:
• The studies included in this table used a case-control design and randomized presentation of images to the readers.
• ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves were used to compare diagnostic accuracy.
• The diagnostic standard (gold standard) used was consensus of experts based on all clinical and imaging information, or (for Straub et al.) surgical confirmation when available.
• Since blinding of readers is not specifically addressed in the methods sections, it is unclear if the studies included in this table fully meet evidence-based criteria for diagnostic test
evaluation.
Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Cox et al.,
1990
University of
Kansas Medical
Center

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images printed as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on high resolution monitors

Image Analysis
• no significant difference between digital hard copy (film) and soft copy (workstation) for the
detection of costophrenic angle blunting, atelectases, consolidation, apical scarring, and
hilar/mediastinal/parenchymal masses
• digital image hard copy (film) more accurate than digital image soft copy (workstation) for
detecting obstructive airway disease, interstitial disease, and pneumothorax

Cases/Controls
• 163 chest radiographs selected for study: 99 which demonstrated one or more of 9
pulmonary abnormalities with a range of diagnostic difficulty, and 64 normal chest images
Methods
• conventional film images were digitized for viewing on workstations or for laser printing to
create hard copy (film) of digitized images
• readers were trained to use workstations, scoring form, and defined diagnostic criteria for
selected abnormalities
• 6 board-certified radiologists, 3 with no prior computer or workstation experience, analyzed
images
• readers were blinded to other clinical information
• each read 163 images in random order: 1/3 as conventional film, 1/3 as digital image hard
copy, and 1/3 on workstation. No radiologist viewed more than one version of any case
• both conventional and laser-printed films were viewed on a film alternator
• zoom and pan functions available on workstations; use of image manipulation techniques
while reading “soft copy” not quantified
• gold standard: consensus of 2 experts, based on imaging
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2048 x 2048 x 12 bit digital images displayed on 2560 x
2048 (high resolution) monitor or printed to film. Two versions of film were printed, one
with higher-contrast; study coordinator selected the image most closely approximating
original film

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comments
• present technology, as tested, may not be adequate for primary diagnoses of interstitial
pulmonary disease and pneumothorax
• half of the readers in this study had no prior experience with workstations. Increased
familiarity with equipment, and recent improvements in workstations, are expected to
further improve performance of readers on workstations

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Elam et al.,
1992
University of
Arizona College of
Medicine;
University of
California, San
Francisco;
University of
Virginia; Kansas
Medical Center

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting pneumothorax on adult chest images using
four formats: conventional film images, digital images printed on film in conventional small
format (17.8 x 21.6 cm) or large format (35.6 x 43.1 cm), and digital images displayed on a
monitor

Image Analysis
• no significant difference in accuracy for the detection of pneumothorax among three formats:
small-format and large-format digital images printed on film, or digital images viewed on
workstations
• interpretation of digital images viewed on workstations was significantly less sensitive, but
more specific, for the diagnosis of a pneumothorax than interpretations made from either
format of digital image printed to film

Cases/Controls
• 45 chest radiographs were selected:
- 23 demonstrating a spectrum of pneumothoraces
- 22 age-matched controls with either normal chests or abnormality other than
pneumothorax
Methods
• matched film-screen (analog) and computed radiography (digital) images were obtained
from 45 patients for viewing in four formats
• 5 board-certified radiologists, all experienced with digital images and trained in image
manipulation techniques, interpreted all images in each of 4 formats
• images were presented in random order. Images on monitors were read in one session;
film images were read in sets of 45 paired images, with 1-2 weeks for reading each set
• window, level, and zoom functions available on workstations, but their use was not
quantified
• readers indicated presence or absence of each pulmonary abnormalities listed for them,
and rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis
• blinding to other clinical data not explicitly indicated
• gold standard: diagnosis as determined by follow-up imaging or by patient’s clinical course
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1760 x 2140 pixel resolution of initial digital image,
printed without loss or compression to film or displayed on a 1024 x 1536 pixel monitor

Straub et al.,
1991
Department of
Diagnostic
Radiology,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting abdominal mass CTs using digital images
displayed in four modes: original CT film with 12 images/film; images displayed on 2
workstations in same pattern as on CT film; the same images, displayed sequentially on
workstation; and images magnified x 2, displayed sequentially on the workstation
Cases/Controls
• 166 abdominal CT scans selected retrospectively:
- 103 with abdominal masses (73 typical, 30 subtle)
- 66 normal
• total number of images of masses in any given abdominal organ ranged from 1 (prostate
and musculoskeletal) to 54 (liver)
Methods
• images digitally-acquired using 512 x 512 x 12 bit format, and were available for review in
each of four modes listed above (14” x 17” film + three styles of soft copy)
• 8 radiologists interpreted all studies in each of 4 modes, with at least 5 weeks between
viewing the same image in different modes
• training handbook was given to each reader, to describe task and define abnormalities
• order of individual radiologists’ sessions and image presentation randomized
• reading time not restricted. Use of window (contrast) and level (brightness) encouraged,
but not quantified
• readers identified abnormalities and rated both image quality and their level of comfort with
the display mode
• readers partially blinded; abnormalities to be rated in the study pre-defined during training
• gold standard: verification by surgical report/ biopsy, CT or other imaging, or expert opinion
based on clinical data
• spatial resolution of monitor: 1536 x 2048 x 8 bits

MTA95-001-01

Authors’ Comment
• pneumothorax was chosen as a model because it appears as a subtle linear opacity at the
margin of the lung, and it represents the type of subtle, high frequency abnormality that
digital technologies must be able to detect in clinical settings

Additional study findings reported in other tables

Image Analysis
• no statistically significant difference in accuracy for the detection of abdominal masses
between digital images printed to film or viewed on a workstation in any of the
configurations tested
• readers reported the greatest comfort with the diagnostic task when viewing film, and the
least comfort when viewing small sequential images on a workstation
Authors’ Comments
• study demonstrates that soft copy images of CT can be used in this setting for the primary
diagnosis of patients, since it can yield diagnostic results comparable to those obtained with
film
• assessment of comparable diagnostic performance is only a portion of the tasks that must
be performed if PACS is to be successful in the clinical environment

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Razavi et al.,
1992
University of
California School
of Medicine, Los
Angeles

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting pediatric chest images using digital images
printed as hard copy (film) vs. soft copy (on workstations)

Image Analysis
• no significant difference in accuracy for the detection of pneumothorax and air
bronchograms between hard copy (film) of digitized images and soft copy viewed on
monitor
• for all readers combined, ”a slight performance edge ” (not statistically significant) of
workstations vs. film for the detection of interstitial disease and linear atelectasis on soft
copy
• for senior pediatric radiologists, workstations significantly more accurate than digital hard
copy (size unspecified) for the diagnosis of interstitial disease and linear atelectasis

Cases/Controls
• 239 neonatal lung images selected to represent a range of conditions which require high
resolution imaging for diagnosis:
- 162 images containing one or more abnormality of interest (26 pneumothorax,130
interstitial disease, 32 linear atelectasis, 88 air bronchograms)
- 77 images with no tested abnormality
• all selected images were of acceptable diagnostic quality
Methods
• computed radiography images captured in a 2048 x 2048 x 8 bit format
• images were printed to three sizes of film. Films selected for study included 157 8” x 10”,
44 10” x 12”, and 38 14” x 17” images
• readers were 3 senior and 2 junior pediatric radiologists trained in use of workstations,
study forms, and use of defined diagnostic criteria for selected abnormalities
• all readers reviewed all images, with 3-5 months between viewing the same image in
different modes (hard vs. soft copy). Images were presented in random order
• readers identified abnormalities, rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis, and recorded
both viewing time and use of image-manipulation tools on workstation
• readers partially blinded; diseases of interest pre-defined during training
• gold standard: consensus opinion of 2 experienced pediatric radiologists based on all
clinical and imaging data
• spatial resolution of digital images: 2560 x 2048 pixels

Authors’ Comment
• the inherent smaller pixel size, and hence higher spatial resolution, of small plates used to
produce hard copy images of pediatric films may account for differences between these
findings and those of Cox et al. Results of this study may not be generalizable to adult chest
imaging, where similarly high resolution hard copy might not be generated

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Table A2.4:

Grading the quality of diagnostic accuracy studies: comparisons among conventional film, digital images
displayed on workstations, and digital images laser printed to film

Notes:
• Details of these studies are presented in Tables A2.1 through A2.3. All studies are observational, and most of them randomized the images shown to the readers.
• Operating characteristics are reported for each mode of image display analyzed in a study.
• Methods of analysis varied, and findings, including measures of variability when available, are reported in the form in which they were published.
• Studies in which a firm gold standard was present (physical evidence, final diagnosis incorporating best clinical judgement including follow-up exam) were rated as “+”. For studies using a
less definitive gold standard, and hence more susceptible to bias, the reference standard used is noted in the table.
• Most studies included in this table were small, and lacked the power to determine differences in accuracy among the imaging modalities, if they truly existed.
• No studies analyzed the observed effect size (difference in operating characteristics among different imaging technologies) relative to observed inter- or intra-observer variability.
• Abbreviations are listed at the end of this table, and terms are defined in the Glossary.
#

* = statistically significant difference from conventional imaging

Study

Number

Measure of Diagnostic Accuracy

Conventional Film
Slasky et al.,
1990

Cox et al.,
1990

= statistically significant difference between hard copy (film) and soft copy (workstation) of digital image

Workstation Image

Evidence-Based Medicine Criteria
Laser-printed Film
of DIgital Image

Quality
Grade

Comparison
group

Gold
standard

Blinding test
reader to
diagnosis

Blinding
diagnosing MD
to test results

+

+

+

+

B

+

analog film

+

+

C

187 abnormal lungs
113 controls (total)
62 interstitial disease:

Az=.89

Az=.87*

Az=.87

44 nodules:

Az=.86

Az=.85

Az=.85

34 pneumothorax:

Az=.97

Az=.93*

Az=.93*

47 multiple diseases:

Az=.88

Az=.85*

Az=.87

34 costophrenic angle
blunting:

Az=.890 (SD=.031)

Az=.934 (SD=.020)

Az=.907 (SD=.022)

32 interstitial disease:

Az=.919 (SD=.019)

Az=.838 (SD=.034)*

Az=.884 (SD=.021)#

28 atelectasis:

Az=.871 (SD=.023)

Az=.888 (SD=.024)

Az=.880 (SD=.025)

26 pneumothorax:

Az=.982 (SD=.010)

Az=.898 (SD=041)*

Az=.981 (SD=.013)#

23 parenchymal mass:

Az=.863 (SD=.046)

Az=.951 (SD=.020)

Az=.956 (SD=.014)*

22 consolidation:

Az=.806 (SD=.046)

Az=.789 (SD=.044)

Az=.805 (SD=.053)

17 obstructive disease:

Az=.857 (SD=.034)

Az=.797 (SD=.052)

Az=.892 (SD=.025)#

13 hilar/mediastinal
mass:

Az=.826 (SD=.052)

Az=.842 (SD=.048)

Az=.913 (SD=.022)

7 apical scarring:

Az=.918 (SD=.033)

Az=.910 (SD=.045)

Az=.902 (SD=.038)

99 abnormal lungs
64 controls (total)
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Study

Number

Measure of Diagnostic Accuracy

Conventional Film
Paakkala
et al.,
1991

note: small pleural or minor
degenerative changes
excluded from analyses
146 chest images, 38%
of them abnormal:
226 bone images,
58% of them abnormal:

Elam et al.,
1992

23 pneumothorax (range
of severity)
22 age-matched controls
(no disease or no
pneumothorax)

Se=94.2%
Sp=97.1%
Accuracy=96%
Se=94.3%
Sp=91.5%
Accuracy=94.6%
Se=82%
Sp=91%
Az =.915
(95% CI=.819-1.011)

Workstation Image

Evidence-Based Medicine Criteria
Laser-printed Film
of DIgital Image

Ackerman
et al.,
1993

newborn chest:
4 edema, 4 BPD
8 HMD, 9 emphysema
10 pneumonia
14 normal

overall accuracy, by reader:

Se=89.3%
Sp=91.5%
Accuracy=89.9%

Se=65 % (NS)
Sp=96%
Az=.869
(95% CI=.755-.983)

#1 Az=.8641

#2 Az=.8561

#2 Az=.8929

newborn abdomen:
2 air in peritoneum
2 incarcerated hernia
3 obstructed intestines
16 necrotizing
enterocolitis
19 no disease

#3 Az=.8512

#3 Az=.8777

#4 Az=.8187

#4 Az=.8348

40 fractures
40 controls

overall:
Se=78%
Sp=96%
Accuracy=92%
Az=.9475

Se=89%*
Sp=92%
Accuracy=84%*
Az=.8765*

MTA95-001-01

Gold
standard

Blinding test
reader to
diagnosis

Blinding
diagnosing MD
to test results

+

+

+

_

C

+

+

+

+

C

+

+

+

+

C

+

analog film

+

partial

C

Se=89.5%
Sp=91.5%
Accuracy=89.9%

#1 Az=.8611

40 pneumonias
40 controls

Comparison
group

no statistical tests of
significance reported

small format film:
Se=78%
Sp=92%
Az=.875
(95% CI=.759-.991)
large format film:
Se=77%
Sp=90%
Az=.874
(95% CI=.754-.994)

Franken
et al.,
1992

Quality
Grade
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Number

Measure of Diagnostic Accuracy

Conventional Film
Goldberg
et al.,
1993

Thaete et al.,
1994

adult:
196 abnormals
334 normals (total)

NA, since film was used as
gold standard. However,
authors noted that, when
reviewing discrepant
readings, expert panel
identified 3 errors in film
readings, 1 false negative
and 2 false positives

Workstation Image

Evidence-Based Medicine Criteria
Laser-printed Film
of DIgital Image

Comparison
group

Gold
standard

Quality
Grade

Blinding test
reader to
diagnosis

Blinding
diagnosing MD
to test results

partial

-

D

+

C for rib
fractures
(underpowered)

overall adult:
Se=96%
(95% CI=93%-98%)
Sp=99%
(95% CI=98%-100%)
accuracy=98%
(95% CI=97%-99%)
FP=1.0%
FN=2.4%

145 bone:

Se=97%
Sp=100%

FP=0.0%
FN=2.5%

44 chest:

Se=95%
Sp=98%

FP=4.5%
FN=1.8%

5 KUB:

Se=83%
Sp=100%

FP=0.0%
FN=6.7%

2 sinus:

Se=100%
Sp=100%

FP=0.0%
FN=0.0%

pediatric:
36 abnormals
119 normals (total)

overall:
Se=94%
Sp=98%

FP=5.6%
FN=1.7%

145 bone:

Se=100%
Sp=99%

FP=7.1%
FN=0.0%

44 chest:

Se=93%
Sp=100%

FP=0.0%
FN=3.7%

2 sinus:

Se=88%
Sp=90%

FP=12%
FN=10%

analog film

+

+
consensus
panel for
discrepant
cases

133 single + 65 multiple
chest abnormalities
112 normals (total)
24 alveolar infiltrate:

average Az=.87
(range=.83-.92)

average Az=.84*
(range=.77-.90)

average Az=.86
(range=.76-.89)

124 interstitial disease:

average Az=.77
(range=.72-.79)

average Az=.74*
(range=.68-.78)

average Az=.75*
(range=.70-.78)

84 nodules:

average Az=.84
(range=.82-.87)

average Az=.82
(range=.78-.86)

average Az=.84
(range=.82-.87)

27 pneumothorax:

average Az=.94
(range=.86-.99)

average Az=.86*
(range=.78-.92)

average Az=.94*
(range=.84-.98)

18 rib fractures:

average Az=.85
(range=.72-.95)

average Az=.85
(range=.76-.88)

average Az=.86
(range=.75-.95)

MTA95-001-01

+

+

+

B for other
disorders
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Number

Measure of Diagnostic Accuracy

Conventional Film
Korsoff
et al.,
1995

DeCorato
et al.,
1995

Kondoh
et al.,
1994

Laser-printed Film
of DIgital Image

Quality
Grade

Comparison
group

Gold
standard

Blinding test
reader to
diagnosis

Blinding
diagnosing MD
to test results

+

+

partial

+

C

+

analog film,
with
discrepant
cases
reviewed
by expert
panel

partial

+

C

analog or
digital film,
with
discrepant
cases
reviewed
by expert
panel

+

?

D

CT
(see EG
note)

-

?

D

25 abnormal lungs
16 controls (total)
15 subtle pneumothorax:

Scott et al.,
1995

Workstation Image

Evidence-Based Medicine Criteria

average Az=.999
(range: .999 to 1.0)

1K 2 average Az=.928*
(range .836-1.00)
2K 2 average Az=.983
(range .960-1.00)

12 interstitial disease:

average Az=.878
(range: .845 to .947)

60 selected
abnormalities
(musculoskeletal,
abdominal, chest)
60 controls

all cases, all MDs:
Se=50.2%
Sp=79.2%
Accuracy=64.5%

Se=39.6%*
Sp=75.6%
Accuracy=57.3%*

all cases, ER MDs only:
Se=38.1%
Sp=72.0%
Accuracy=54.8%

Se=29.1%
Sp=69.9%
Accuracy=49.2%

all cases, radiologists only:
Se=62.3%
Sp=86.4%
Accuracy=74.2%

Se=50.0%*
Sp=81.4%
Accuracy=65.4%*

812 images: 693
conventional film, 118
CT, 1 MRI
436 of these were normal
(image type not
specified)

NA, since film was used as
gold standard. However,
authors noted that, when
reviewing discrepant
readings, expert panel
identified 2 errors in film
readings

20 subtle interstitial lung
lesions
20 controls (total)

all diseases, all (11) readers:
Az=.749 (SEM=.016)

8 collagen diseases
5 hypersensitivity
pneumonitis or
panbronchiolitis
1 metastatic calcification
1 sarcoidosis
1 alveolar proteinosis
1 eosinophilic granuloma
2 interstitial lesions of
unknown origin

1K 2 average Az=.877
(range .832-972)
2K 2 average Az=.831
(range .674-.895)

overall:
95% (95% CI=93.6%-96.6%)
of workstation images not
clinically significantly
different from film image

+
(internal
controls)

2/3-sized film:
Az=.833 (SEM=.018)
full-sized film:
Az=.830 (SEM=.013)*

experienced radiologists (7):
Az=.889 (SEM=.005)

2/3-sized film:
Az=.843 (SEM=.016)*
full-sized film:
Az=.847 (SEM=.014)*

residents (4):
Az=.812 (SEM=.029)

+

2/3-sized film:
Az=.816 (SEM=.021)
full-sized film:
Az=.800 (SEM=.034)

MTA95-001-01
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Number

Measure of Diagnostic Accuracy

Conventional Film
Yoshino
et al.,
1992

25 cervical spine
fractures
25 controls
(5 normal, 20 with
degenerative disc
disease)

#1 Az=.883* (SD=.055)

#2 Az=.908 (SD=.043)

#2 Az=.901 (SD=.044)

#3 Az=.907 (SD=.053)

#3 Az=.840* (SD=.064)

Blinding test
reader to
diagnosis

Blinding
diagnosing MD
to test results

(included only
5 true
normals)

+

?

+

C

+

+

partial

+

C

comparison
group
contained “no
tested
abnormalities”

+

+

partial

C

#4 Az=.847 (SD=.062)

images presented in mosaic
pattern:
Az=.90 (range=.88-.94)

Az=.91 (range=.85-.96)

small images presented
sequentially:
Az=.92 (range=.91-.94)
enlarged images presented
sequentially:
Az=.91 (range=.88-.95)

26 pneumothorax:

Az=.8888 (SD=.075)

Az=.9079 (SD=.060)

130 interstitial disease:

Az=.8675 (SD=.028)

Az=.8459 (SD=.029)

32 linear atelectasis:

Az=.8863 (SD=.058)

Az=.8349 (SD=.075)

88 air bronchogram:

Az=.7803 (SD=.072)

Az=.7770 (SD=.074)

Az, area under ROC curve
CI, 95% Confidence Interval
BPD, bronchopulmonary dysplasia

+

overall accuracy (8 readers):

239 abnormal pediatric
lung images
77 controls (total)

MTA95-001-01

Gold
standard

Comparison
group

#1 Az=.964 (SD=.030)

CT scans:
103 abdominal masses
66 controls (total)

Abbreviations:

Quality
Grade

overall accuracy, by reader:

6 pancreas
9 adrenal
5 spleen
54 liver
4 kidneys
4 retroperitoneal
4 lymph nodes
1 prostate
9 adnexa
2 uterus
4 bowel
1 musculoskeletal
Razavi et al.,
1992

Laser-printed Film
of DIgital Image

Workstation Image

#4 Az=.837 (SD=.069)
Straub et al.,
1991

Evidence-Based Medicine Criteria

FP, false positive
FN, false negative
HMD, hyaline membrane disease

Range, lowest to highest Az values across readers
Se, sensitivity
SEM , standard error of the mean
Sp, specificity
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Appendix 3
Evidence Tables for
Clinical and Production Efficiency Studies
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Table A3.1:

Summary of the literature
Clinical and production efficiency in image management: comparison of film to PACS workstation environments

Notes:
• Studies included in this table represent the strongest evidence presently available for the assessment of the efficiency of selected activities in a PACS workstation environment
relative to a film-based environment.
• All are observational studies using mixed study designs including elements of case reports and case series.
• The study by Franken assessed the diagnostic accuracy of conventional film relative to that of digital imaging viewed on a workstation; Lou and Huang provided only
preliminary impressions of the diagnostic accuracy of digital imaging viewed on a workstation relative to film imaging. Studies by Horii, Kundel, and Gay were designed to
assess process effectiveness. They assumed, but did not assess, comparability of diagnostic accuracy of workstation imaging and film imaging. This assumption is not fully
supported by available data.
• While the studies do suggest process and outcomes findings which are valuable for future assessments of the effectiveness (and hence the cost-effectiveness) of PACS, their
methodological limitations should be considered when interpreting findings.
Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Franken et al.,
1992
Department of
Radiology,
University of Iowa

Purpose
• to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting clinical neonatal radiographs using
conventional film images vs. digital workstation
• to compare observer interpretation time for experienced readers using digital workstation
vs. conventional film viewed on a workstation

Image Acquisition TIme
• no significant difference in image acquisition time between PACS images and film mounted
on alternators

Cases/Controls
• case sample of 100 chest or abdominal films from neonatal ICU, representing a wide range
of subtle manifestations of common pediatric diseases
- 58 chest images, 14 of which were normal
- 42 abdominal images, 19 of which were normal
Methods
• film images were digitized for viewing on a PACS workstation
• 4 radiologists read images, and ranked degree of confidence in their conclusions
• 2 radiologists blinded to patient age, 2 aware of patient age
• gold standard: confirmed diagnosis based on demonstrated typical clinical course of
disease; subsequent imaging reflecting fulminating disease; or alternative diagnostic testing
with a higher degree of accuracy
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1024 x 1024 pixels. Small pediatric images could be
displayed at full resolution, with imaging comparable to that of a 2000 x 2000 pixel monitor
• image access time and image interpretation time study only included data for the 2
radiologists who were experienced with use of workstations
• time elements measured by direct observation, using a stopwatch (time and motion study)
• time to access PACS images: time to access images in local memory
• time to access films on alternator was measured using comparison data gathered during a
conference and a normal reading session. Films of study population were mounted in the
same sequence as they were read, therefore time to locate film has no real meaning.
• time to find cases in the workstation file menu, time to locate films in the file room, and time
to mount films for viewing on the alternator were not measured
• frequency of use and perceived usefulness of windowing, leveling, and magnification options
was collected for the same 2 radiologists

MTA95-001-01

Image Interpretation Time
• mean interpretation time for PACS digital images significantly longer than for interpretation
of film images (36 and 47 seconds for each of interpreters using PACS vs. 22 and 20
seconds for each of interpreters using film)
Accuracy of Image Interpretation
• “no appreciable difference” in accuracy of interpretation between plain-film and digitized
image viewed on workstation
Other Findings
• no difference in the general finding for specific diseases between two observers
- windowing (contrast control) and leveling (brightness control) “almost always used” by
both radiologists, and was considered useful in 80% of cases
- magnification use varied greatly (67% vs. 25%) as did assessment usefulness of
magnification (useful in half the cases vs. rarely useful)
Authors’ Comment
• a large part of the extra time in image interpretation of PACS images is related to the use of
windowing, leveling, or magnification options
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Horii et al.,
1992
Georgetown
University
Hospital,
Washington, D.C.

Purpose
to compare case retrieval times for films stored in file room and images archived in a PACS

Image Retrieval Time
• overall, mean retrieval time for film statistically significantly longer than for PACS images:
- PACS: 5 minutes, 17 seconds (SD not reported)
- film: 6 hours, 48 minutes, 40 seconds (SD not reported)
• no statistically significant difference between mean retrieval time for film vs. PACS images
for cases < 6 months old
- PACS: 3 minutes, 26 seconds (SD ± 1 minute, 58 seconds)
- film: 6 minutes, 7 seconds (SD ± 10 minutes, 38 seconds)
• mean retrieval time for film statistically significantly longer than for PACS images for
cases > 6 months old
- PACS: 3 minutes, 1 second (SD ± 39 seconds)
- film: 1 hour, 18 minutes, 14 seconds (SD ± 1 hour, 21 minutes, 18 seconds)

Cases
• retrospective case series of 70 randomly selected ultrasound and CT images:
- 40 cases from current to 6 months old (30 US, 10 CT)
- 20 cases from the past year (8 US, 12 CT)
- 10 cases more than 1 year old (5 US, 5 CT)
• the same cases were retrieved from the film file and from the PACS
Methods
• film storage process:
- current studies maintained in Active File for 1 month, moved to Master File for 3 months,
then to Archive for 1 year, finally to long-term off-site storage
• PACS image storage process:
- current studies automatically routed to workstations for review and also stored on
magnetic disks in the database management system (DMS) for 5 days; then moved to
optical disk storage in jukebox for 1 year; optical disks then shelved for long-term storage
• image retrievals were performed at random times during the work day
• time measurements recorded by the study personnel who submitted requests for images to
hospital personnel, who were not blinded to study goals
• time to retrieve film: measured from when the person got on line in the file room and
stopped when the film was retrieved and verified to be correct
• time to retrieve PACS image: measured from when the patient name or medical record
number was entered on the workstation and stopped when the image appeared on the
display was verified to be correct

MTA95-001-01

Image Retrievability
% of Cases Performed but Not Retrievable (lost)
Study age
< 6 months
> 6 mo and < 1 yr
> 1 year

PACS
5%
15 %
30 %

Film
10 %
30 %
40 %

Authors’ Comments
• delays in retrieving prior images can delay the performance or the interpretation of new
imaging exams
• requests for the retrieval of old exams decline exponentially with the age of the exam
• there was no true data loss with PACS. Failure to find image was caused by errors when
technologists captured images into the PACS system
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Lou and Huang,
1992
University of
California,
Los Angeles

Purpose
to assess efficiency of a PACS with display workstations relative to a film-based system for
image delivery, system availability, and user acceptance in a neuroradiology setting

Image delivery times
• average image delivery time of the PACS system (88.5 minutes for CT, 44.2 minutes for
MRI) is shorter than the average delivery time of the film-based system (93 minutes), even
though archived films were not retrieved

Cases (for study of image delivery and retrieval time)
• prospectively studied 1.5 years of imaging, 4984 CT and 4321 MRI examinations
• 40% of exams accessed for viewing on PACS workstation
Methods
• PACS module, with 1280 X 1024 pixel display workstations, installed in neuroradiology
reading room. Film alternators and light box remained available for film reading
• radiologists free to view images on PACS workstation or as film
• time measurement data were self-recorded or self-reported
• film management process:
- technologist at CT/MR created film from digital image
- librarian delivered films to neuroradiology office
- clerk retrieved patient’s prior films
- resident or librarian delivered films to reading area
• PACS image management process:
- computer received image from CT/MR scanner and formatted into image file
- image transferred to data management computer
- image transferred to display workstation
• PACS performance measurement:
- computer automatically logged time of each process and size of file
- downtime of each component measured for 2-month period. Probability of being able to
perform a particular task was calculated by multiplying together the % of time each piece
of equipment needed to perform the task was functioning
• film image performance measurement:
- each film management step was “timed and estimated” by “several” experienced
technologists, film clerks, and other personnel
- retrieval of films from long-term storage and lag time between film pickup and delivery
were not timed
• PACS diagnostic accuracy and user acceptance pilot study:
- evaluated by observation, survey of 10 users, and by preliminary impressions of image
quality reported by 2 faculty and 1 fellow
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Image retrieval times
• archived images can be retrieved from the PACS in an average of 2.9 minutes (CT) or 3.75
minutes (MRI) vs. an average of 15 minutes for retrieval of recent film
Image availability
• display workstation with image processing capacity available 99.97% of time. Any images
stored in workstation can therefore be viewed 99.97% of time
• PACS-archived image available for viewing 95% of time
• percentage of times requested films are available for viewing not reported
User acceptance
• overall PACS system performance rated 3.4 (scale: 1 = poor to 4 = excellent)
• image manipulation functions (contrast, brightness, magnification etc.) which responded
instantaneously, were used for viewing 25% of images read on PACS workstation
• 40% of patients exams performed during study period were accessed for viewing on the
PACS workstation. No data reported as to whether or not same studies were also read as
hard copy (film)
• while diagnostic accuracy was not explicitly measured, preliminary impression of users
was that PACS workstations and film were comparably accurate for performing diagnostic
tasks
Authors’ Comments
• in most clinical situations, the latest previous examination is used to make a diagnosis
• based on finding about time of image delivery, display quality, and reliability of the PACS
system tested, system upgrades and infrastructure changes were made, including the
installation of 2K x 2K x 16 bit image workstations
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Kundel et al.,
1996
University of
Pennsylvania
Health System

Purpose
to compare production and clinical efficiencies of a film-only system (either conventional or
hard copy of computed radiology images) with those of a PACS

Efficiency of Image Management (Image delivery time + Image retrieval time)
• median time necessary to make image available for viewing was significantly shorter for
PACS workstation (10 minutes) than for film (1 hour)
• 75% of images available on workstations within 20 minutes of completion; 75% of images
available on film within 1.8 hours of completion

Cases (for the prospective study of analysis of time to initiate action)
• 2 data sets were used: all chest films of a random cohort of 5 MICU patients plus a random
sample of all non-routine bedside chest examinations from medical intensive care or
medical intermediate care unit. These films were usually ordered to assess position of
tubes and catheters (PTC, N = 386) or pulmonary and pleural problems (PPP, N = 471)
• study period: 5 randomly selected days in each week of the nine 4-week data collection
periods
Methods
• data collection schedule:
- analog film baseline data collection
(5 months to install and learn use of CR)
- 1st PACS data collection(film remained available for viewing)
- CR film data collection (PACS workstation turned off, and all CR images printed to film)
(one month for staff training on workstations)
- 2nd PACS data collection (workstation used for primary viewing of 94% of images)
• spatial resolution of monitors: 2048 x 2560 x 8 bits
• time measurement data were collected using computer records, time and motion studies
using video cameras and direct observation, activity sampling, and self-reporting
• clinical action triggered by imaging findings abstracted from medical records. If imaging
findings resulted in decisions to take no new action, no data were available
• efficiency of image management system: measured as the time to image delivery.
Included time to process image, to retrieve prior studies, and to mount images on a viewer
or to transmit them to a remote workstation
• time to encounter imaging information: measured as the time from exam completion to the
time at which physician first obtained information about exam (by viewing image, by oral
report from radiologist, or by written radiology report)
• primary interpretation of images by radiologist based on reading film images
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Time to Encounter Imaging Information
• overall, no statistically significant difference in the time to use imaging information between
film and PACS workstation imaging
• time to access imaging information significantly shorter for studies of position of tubes and
catheters than for studies of pulmonary and pleural problems
• for studies of position of tubes and catheters, no statistically significant difference in time to
encounter imaging information between film and workstation imaging
• for studies of pulmonary and pleural problems, time to encounter image information was
significantly shorter for workstations than for film during the first PACS data collection
period. However, this time to encounter PPP image information on a workstation was not
significantly shorter than the comparable time interval measured at baseline
Time to Initiate Clinical Action
• elapsed time between completion of exam until primary clinical action taken significantly
shorter when workstation used for primary image interpretation than when analog film used
for primary interpretation (median 2.5 vs. 4.4 hours)
Use of Physician Resources
• radiologists used as the first source of information significantly less frequently when images
were viewed on PACS workstation than when images were viewed as film (26%-32% of
time for workstation vs. 90%-92% of time for film)
Authors’ Comments
• overall, physician workflow pattern did not change to match the large decrease in time to
image availability when PACS was installed
• baseline time to take action after imaging to assess tube and catheter placement may have
been the minimal clinical reaction time possible within the unit’s work flow structure
• when both film and workstation images available, physicians tended to use workstation
images in acute situations (critical illness, admissions, line or tube placement)
• time to take positive action based on imaging information was used as a surrogate for
patient outcome. However, decreased time to take action does not necessarily result in
improved patient outcome
• accuracy of diagnosis made by MICU physicians using workstations as compared with
final diagnosis made by radiologists from film not assessed
• the simultaneous availability of the radiologist’s official report along with the image itself
should “increase confidence in clinical decision-making”
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Gay et al.,
1997
University of
Virginia Health
Sciences Center,
Charlottesville,
VA

Purpose
to compare production and clinical efficiencies of a film-only system (hard copy of computed
radiology CT images) with those of a PACS using 2K x 2K x 8-bit workstations (soft copy)

Image Retrieval Time
• the average time to retrieve and display old exams for workstation viewing was 1.838
minutes (for images stored on the network), and 8.755 minutes (for archived images)
compared with 58.690 minutes to retrieve old films from storage

Cases
• for prospective study of workflow analysis: 10 body CT scans
• for prospective study of events occurring during the work process: 54 body CT scans
• cases were randomly selected from the workday, and were a mix of in-patient and outpatients referred for CT of the chest, abdomen, or pelvis
• case mix not reported, but findings did indicate that interpretation involved measurement of
lesions for 24 cases

Image Interpretation Time
• the average time to read images was 7.108 minutes per scan for film, as compared with
4.205 minutes per scan for workstation images
• 87% of the workstation readings involved image manipulation

Methods
• full-body CT exams were performed, and were either laser-printed to film or transferred to
a PACS for workstation viewing
• workflow analyses were performed by an independent observer who monitored each step of
the work process using a digital stopwatch
• a resource table, listing the steps, the resources used, and the mean time per work step,
was created for both film and workstation image interpretation
• bottlenecks (rate-limiting steps) in the work processes were identified
• categories of events which occurred during the image interpretation sessions were identified
• no statistical analyses were performed to compare average times per work step in a film as
compared with a workstation environment. Work process was modeled and evaluated with
a mean value analysis using Little’s law
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Workflow Analysis
• the retrieval of film folders by the file room personnel was observed to be the bottleneck in
the work process of image management when using film
• in a PACS environment, the technologist conducting the patient exam was found to be the
bottleneck in the work process
Authors’ Comments
• the finding that PACS reading required less time than did film reading may reflect the
relative greater experience of these readers with PACS workstations
• because comparison to previous exams is critical for many follow-up CT studies, when
both PACS and film are available, a major use of the PACS station is the retrieval of old
studies when old films are unavailable
• image interpretation is the most critical part of the path for patient care and radiologist
efficiency. Work process scheduling should be altered to optimize throughput for
interpretation
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Table A3.2:

Summary of the literature
Image interpretation time: comparison of film (analog or digital) images to PACS workstation imaging

Notes:
• Studies included in this table represent the strongest level of evidence presently available regarding assessment of image interpretation times. All are observational studies which
used either a case series or a case-control design.
• With the exception of Kato (1995), all were primarily designed to assess diagnostic accuracy. Kato (1995) assumed comparable diagnostic accuracy of film and workstation
imaging, an assumption not fully supported by the literature.
• Only one study (Franken, 1992) assessed the frequency of use of image processing tools (windowing, leveling, magnification, etc.).
• Studies varied in systems architecture and methodology, but did include clear descriptions of the elements of the clinical process which were timed.
Study

Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Straub et al.,
1991
Department of
Diagnostic
Radiology,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting abdominal mass CTs using digital images
displayed in four modes: original CT film with 12 images/film; images displayed on 2
workstations in same pattern as on CT film; the same images, displayed sequentially on
workstation; and images magnified x 2, displayed sequentially on the workstation

Image Interpretation Time
• no significant difference in the average interpretation time for film vs. workstation, in any
configuration. Differences in reading time within the range of intrareader variability
• no significant correlation between image interpretation time and performance of reader

Cases/Controls
• 166 abdominal CT scans selected retrospectively:
- 103 with abdominal masses (73 typical, 30 subtle)
- 66 normal
• total number of images of masses in any given abdominal organ ranged from 1 (prostate
and musculoskeletal) to 54 (liver)
Methods
• images digitally-acquired using 512 x 512 x 12 bit format, and were available for review in
each of four modes listed above (14” x 17” film + three styles of soft copy)
• 8 radiologists interpreted all studies in each of 4 modes, with at least 5 weeks between
viewing the same image in different modes
• training handbook was given to each reader, to describe task and define abnormalities
• order of individual radiologists’ sessions and image presentation randomized
• reading time not restricted. Use of window (contrast) and level (brightness) encouraged,
but not quantified
• image interpretation time recorded by computer: elapsed time from the presentation of an
image until the “done” instruction was entered into the computer scoring form used by the
reader
• readers identified abnormalities and rated both image quality and their level of comfort with
the display mode
• readers partially blinded; abnormalities to be rated in the study pre-defined during training
• gold standard: verification by surgical report/ biopsy, CT or other imaging, or expert opinion
based on clinical data
• spatial resolution of monitor: 1536 x 2048 x 8 bits
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Image Analysis
• no statistically significant difference in accuracy for the detection of abdominal masses
between digital images printed to film or viewed on a workstation in any of the configurations
tested
Authors’ Comments
• workstation images of CT can be used in this setting for the primary diagnosis, since it can
yield diagnostic results comparable to film
• assessment of comparable diagnostic performance is only a portion of the tasks that must
be performed if PACS is to be successful in the clinical environment

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Razavi et al.,
1992
University of
California School
of Medicine, Los
Angeles

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting pediatric chest images using digital images
printed as hard copy (film) vs. soft copy (on workstations)

Image Interpretation Time
• no significant difference in mean interpretation time for film vs. workstation
• no significant differences in mean interpretation times for junior vs. senior radiologists

Cases/Controls
• 239 neonatal lung images selected to represent a range of conditions which require high
resolution imaging for diagnosis: 162 cases (pneumothorax, interstitial disease, linear
atelectasis, air bronchograms) and 77 normal images

Image Analysis
• no significant difference in accuracy for the detection of pneumothorax and air
bronchograms between hard copy (film) of digitized images and soft copy viewed on
monitor

Methods
• readers were 3 senior and 2 junior pediatric radiologists trained to use workstations, study
forms, and defined diagnostic criteria
• all readers reviewed all images, with 3-5 months between viewing the same image in
different modes. Images were presented in random order
• readers identified abnormalities, rated degree of confidence in their diagnosis, and recorded
both viewing time and use of image-manipulation tools on workstation
• image interpretation time recorded by computer: elapsed time from the presentation of an
image until the “done” instruction was entered into the computer scoring form by the reader
• blinding of readers to clinical information not specified
• gold standard: consensus opinion of 2 experienced pediatric radiologists based on all
clinical and imaging data
• digital image resolution: computed radiography images captured in a 2048 x 2048 x bit
format and displayed on a 2048 x 2560 pixel monitor

Authors’ Comment
• the inherent smaller pixel size, and hence higher spatial resolution, of small plates used to
produce hard copy images of pediatric films may account for findings. Results may not be
generalizable to adult chest imaging, where similarly high resolution hard copy might not be
generated

Purpose
• to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting clinical neonatal radiographs using
conventional film images vs. digital workstation
• to compare observer interpretation time for experienced readers using digital workstation
vs. conventional film viewed on a workstation

Image Interpretation Time
•mean interpretation time for PACS digital images significantly longer than for interpretation
of film images (36 and 47 seconds for each of interpreters using PACS vs. 22 and 20
seconds for each of interpreters using film)

Franken et al.,
1992
Department of
Radiology,
University of Iowa

Cases/Controls
• case sample of 100 chest or abdominal films from neonatal ICU, representing a wide range
of subtle manifestations of common pediatric diseases:
- 58 chest images, 14 of which were normal
- 42 abdominal images, 19 of which were normal
Methods
• film images were digitized for viewing on a PACS workstation
• 4 radiologists read images, and ranked degree of confidence in their conclusions
• 2 radiologists blinded to patient age, 2 aware of patient age
• gold standard: confirmed diagnosis based on demonstrated typical clinical course of
disease; subsequent imaging reflecting fulminating disease; or alternative diagnostic testing
with a higher degree of accuracy
• spatial resolution of digital images: 1024 x 1024 pixels. Small pediatric images could be
displayed at full resolution, with imaging comparable to that of a 2000 x 2000 pixel monitor
• image access time and image interpretation time study only included data for the 2
radiologists who were experienced with use of workstations
• time elements measured by direct observation, using a stopwatch (time and motion study)
• time to access PACS images: time to access images in local memory
• time to access films on alternator was measured using comparison data gathered during a
conference and a normal reading session. Films of study population were mounted in the
same sequence as they were read, therefore time to locate film has no real meaning.
• frequency of use and perceived usefulness of windowing, leveling, and magnification options
was collected for the same 2 radiologists
Note: time to find cases in the workstation file menu, time to locate films in the file room, and
time to mount films for viewing on the alternator were not measured
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Additional study findings reported in other tables

Accuracy of Image Interpretation
•“no appreciable difference” in accuracy of interpretation between plain-film and digitized
imaged viewed on workstation
Other Findings
•no difference in the general finding for specific diseases between two observers
- windowing (contrast control) and leveling (brightness control) “almost always used” by
both radiologists, and was considered useful in 80% of cases
- magnification use varied greatly (67% vs. 25%) as did assessment usefulness of
magnification (useful in half the cases vs. rarely useful)
Authors’ Comment
•a large part of the extra time in image interpretation of PACS images is related to the use of
windowing, leveling, or magnification options

Additional study findings reported in other tables
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Patients/Methods

Results/Comments

Thaete et al.,
1994
Department of
Radiology,
University of
Pittsburgh

Purpose
to compare the diagnostic accuracy of interpreting adult chest images using three formats:
conventional film images, digital images presented as hard copy (film), and digital images
displayed on a workstation

Image Interpretation Time
•no significant differences in mean image interpretation time for the three image modalities:
- conventional film: 75 seconds (range 43-102 seconds)
- laser-printed CR film: 71 seconds (range 41-96 seconds)
- workstation: 74 seconds (range 42-116 seconds)
•the differences in average interpretation time for the three image types were within the range
of the intra-observer variability

Cases/Controls
• 310 chest radiographs selected from outpatient facility:
- 198 with one or more abnormalities
- 112 with normal chest images
Study Design/Methods
• conventional film images and computed radiography (CR) images were obtained from the
same patient within 1 minute of each other
• spatial resolution of digital images: 4096 x 5000 x 12 bit digital images displayed on 1536 x
2048 monitor or printed to film with high-resolution printer
• 9 board-certified radiologists (7 with extensive workstation experience and 2 who were
trained prior to study) interpreted images
• readers were blinded to clinical information
• unrestricted time allowed for interpretation of each image
• radiologists were encouraged to use windowing and leveling options
• image interpretation time recorded by computer: elapsed time from the presentation of an
image (in any format) until the “done” instruction was entered in computer by the reader
Note: time to find cases in the workstation file menu, time to locate films in the file room, and
time to mount films for viewing not measured

Kato et al.,
1995
Toshiba Hospital,
Tokyo, Japan

Purpose
to compare observer interpretation times for PACS workstations (CRT) vs. digital image
hard-copy (film) read on a light box
Cases
• all radiographic images obtained during a 1 week period were randomly assigned to one of
two groups:
- 237 displayed on PACS workstation
- 219 printed film and viewed on light box
Study Design/Methods
• random allocation of images to one of the two groups (film or PACS)
• spatial resolution of CR image: 2048 x 2560, reduced to 1024 x 1024 for display on
workstation (with the option to zoom and magnify)
• 4 radiologists (2 certified, 2 trainees) read both film and workstation images
• all were experienced in use of workstation
• time elements measured by direct observation, using a stopwatch (time and motion study)
• time to access PACS images: time to access images in local memory
• image interpretation time for film (current and previous films were placed near light box
along with medical record): the time required to place films on the light box, read medical
record information, interpret image, report results
• image interpretation time for workstation (current study and one prior study were preloaded in the workstation. If other images needed, they were retrieved from the file server):
time to display image, adjust window setting, read medical record information, interpret
image, report results

Accuracy of Image Interpretation
•overall accuracy in the detection of interstitial disease significantly higher for conventional
film than for hard-copy (film) of digital image
•no significant difference between conventional film and digital hard-copy for detection of
alveolar infiltrate, nodules, pneumothorax, or rib fractures
•overall accuracy in the detection of alveolar infiltrate, interstitial disease, and pneumothorax
significantly higher for conventional film than for digital image soft copy (on workstation).
•no significant difference between conventional film and workstation image for detection of
nodules or rib fractures
Authors’ Comments
•user-friendly workstation technology supported efficient reading of images
•this study emphasizes the need for large, carefully-designed studies in this field

Additional study findings reported in other tables
Image Interpretation Time
•no statistically significant difference in mean interpretation time between reading digital hard
copy (film) vs. digital soft copy (on workstation):
- film: 299 seconds (SD ± 228 seconds)
- workstation: 307 seconds (SD ± 209 seconds)
Authors’ Comments
•five factors may affect radiology department throughput: transfer time for order information,
examination time (both essentially same for conventional and PACS environment), image
transfer time from imaging equipment to reader, image interpretation time, time to provide
report and images to referring physician (all may be influenced by PACS installation)
•adjusting windowing to read MRIs introduced some delays in readings, but these were not
statistically significant

Note: accuracy of image interpretation not assessed
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GLOSSARY
*note that words in italics have been defined elsewhere in the glossary
Az : the area under the ROC curve. Used to compare the accuracy of diagnostic tests: the more
accurate the test, the larger the area under the curve. This index varies from 0.5 (no apparent
accuracy) to 1.0 (perfect accuracy).
Accuracy: the proportion of all test results (both positive and negative) that are correct; results
close to the true measure of the biologic phenomenon. Accuracy depends on the validity and
precision of the study.
Activity based costing (ABC): a cost accounting system developed by Cooper and Kaplan.
ABC defines costs in terms of an organization’s processes or activities and determines costs
associated with significant activities or events. One effect of viewing costs within this framework
is that much of what were thought to be fixed costs within a traditional accounting system are
revealed to be variable costs associated with the volume of production of particular products and
services.
Amortization: the process of paying off a debt liability and accrued interest through a series of
equal, periodic payments.
Analog signal: a form of information transmission in which the signal varies in a continuous
manner rather than in discrete steps.
Analytic perspective: the viewpoint chosen for an economic analysis (for example, that of the
patient, the service, the institution, or society).
Architecture: the selection, design, and interconnection of the physical components of a
computer system.
Bias: a type of systematic error. Bias can originate from many different sources, such as
allocation of patients, analysis, interpretation, publication, and review of data. In the worst
circumstances it may lead to the wrong conclusions being drawn.
Bibliographic database: an indexed computer or printed source of citations of journal articles
and other reports in the literature. Bibliographic citations typically include author, title, source,
abstract, and/or related information (including full text in some cases). Examples are MEDLINE
and EMBASE.
Bit (Binary digit): the smallest piece of digital information that a computing device handles. It
represents off or on (0 to 1). All data in computing devices are processed as bits or strings of bits.
Blinding: the concealment of group assignment (to either the treatment or control group) from
the knowledge of patients and/or investigators in a clinical trial. Blinding eliminates the possibility
that knowledge of assignment may affect patient response to treatment or investigator behaviors
that may affect outcomes. Blinding is not always practical (e.g., when comparing surgery to drug
treatment), but it should be used whenever it is possible and compatible with optimal patient care.
A single-blind trial is one in which knowledge of group assignment is withheld only from
patients; a double-blind trial is one in which the knowledge is withheld from patients and
investigators.
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Bottleneck: that resource that limits the upper bound on the throughput rate when performing a
workflow analysis.
Case study (case report, anecdote): a type of nonexperimental (observational) study design
in which the investigator reports an intervention and outcome in a single patient.
Case series: a type of nonexperimental study design in which an investigator reports a group or
series of cases with the characteristic of interest. Although among the most common, case series
are the weakest studies designed to establish causation.
Case-control study: a type of retrospective, nonexperimental study design in which individuals
with a particular condition or disease (cases) are selected for comparison with a series of
individuals in whom the condition or disease is absent (the controls). Cases and controls are then
compared with respect to existing or past attributes or exposures.
Case: a person in the study group who has the disease or characteristic of interest.
Clinical significance: the effect that a technology or intervention has which is meaningful to
patients and/or health care providers; however, it may or may not have statistical significance.
Cohort study: a type of nonexperimental study design in which outcomes are compared in a
group of patients that received an intervention with a similar group (a cohort) of patients that did
not.
Confidence interval (CI): depicts the range of uncertainty about the estimate of a parameter
which has been calculated using the observations from a study. The true value of a parameter is
thought to lie, with the specified level of confidence, within the confidence interval. The CI is
related to the sample size used in a study. A small sample size provides less information than a
large one, and the CI is correspondingly wider when a small sample is used.
Continuous variable: quantitative data that may take on fractional values (e.g., height, weight,
serum cholesterol).
Control group: referent group; a group of study subjects to which the effects of an intervention
given to the treatment group is compared and who, with the exception of the intervention,
resemble the treatment group as closely as possible.
Cost-benefit analysis: an economic analysis which expresses the outcome of interest (or the
benefit) in terms of currency (e.g., loss in net earnings due to death or disability).
Cost-effectiveness analysis: an economic analysis which compares the outcome of decision
options in terms of their monetary cost per unit of health outcome achieved. Health outcomes are
measured in terms of health status.
Cost-utility analysis: an economic analysis which incorporates relative social value or
preferences into the health outcome considered. Outcomes are often expressed as a monetary cost
per quality-adjusted life year.
CR (Computed Radiography): a storage phosphor plate contained in a cassette and used
instead of a conventional film-screen cassette. A laser beam scans the exposed plate to produce the
digital data that is then converted into an image.
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Cross-sectional study: a type of nonexperimental study design in which a group is chosen
(sometimes as a random sample) from a certain larger population, and the exposure of people in the
group to an intervention and outcomes of interest are determined.
Database (register): any of a variety of repositories, often computerized for observations and
related information about a group of patients, a disease, an intervention, or other events or
characteristics.
Decision analysis: the modeling of the sequences of multiple possible strategies to determine
which is optimal. It is based upon available estimates (drawn from the literature and/or from expert
opinion) of the probabilities that certain events and outcomes will occur and the values of the
outcomes that would result from each strategy.
Diagnosis: the process of determining one’s health status and the factors responsible for
producing it.
Diagnostic accuracy: a characteristic of diagnostic test efficacy describing the proportion of all
test results that are correct.
Diagnostic test efficacy: the impact and usefulness of a diagnostic test expressed in terms of
its technical properties, diagnostic accuracy, or its impact on diagnosis, therapy, patient outcome,
or society.
DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communication In Medicine): a standard for
interconnection of medical digital imaging devices, developed by a committee sponsored by the
American College of Radiology and the National Electric Manufacturers Association.
Digital signal: a form of information transmission in which the signal varies in discrete steps,
such as those represented by bits, rather than in a continuous manner.
Digitize: the process by which analog (continuous value) information is converted into digital
(discrete value) information. This process is a necessary function for computer imaging
applications because visual information is inherently in analog format and most computers use only
digital information.
Direct file capture: the process by which image data is obtained directly from an image file.
The image produced from the file, regardless of the technology that produced it (CT, MRI, CR,
US) is identical to the original.
Direct image capture: the capture or acquisition of digital data that has already been recorded in
digital form by an imaging modality.
Effectiveness: the extent to which an intervention produces favorable outcomes under usual or
everyday conditions.
Efficacy: the extent to which an intervention produces favorable outcomes under ideal
conditions, for example, within the protocol of a carefully managed randomized controlled trial, or
at a “center of excellence.”
Evidence table: a summary display of selected characteristics of studies of a particular issue of
interest.
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Evidence-based approach: the systematic location and critical appraisal of published research
and other available literature.
Evidence-based clinical practice (EBCP): an emerging clinical discipline in which the best
available evidence for research about diagnosis, prognosis, therapy, and other clinical and health
issues is applied to decisions in health care.
Experimental study: a type of epidemiological study design in which the exposure or
intervention of interest is assigned to study subjects by the investigator often in a randomized
manner (e.g., randomized clinical trials) to reduce confounding; in evidence-based terms, this type
of study provides stronger evidence supporting a casual link between the intervention and
outcome(s) of interest.
Fixed costs: costs that do not vary with level of output or activity. Typically, these are
considered overhead costs and are not included in a cost-effectiveness analysis.
Generalizability (external validity): the degree to which the results of a study hold true for
situations other than those pertaining to the study, in particular, for routine clinical practice.
Gold standard: a method, procedure, or measurement which is widely conceived to be the best
available, against which new interventions should be compared. It is especially important in the
context of diagnostic testing.
Gray scale: the number of different shades of levels of gray that can be stored and displayed by
a computer system. The number of gray levels is directly related to the number of bits used in each
pixel: 6 bits = 64 gray levels, 7 bits = 128 gray levels, 8 bits = 256 gray levels, 10 bits = 1024
gray levels, and 12 bits = 4096 gray levels.
Gray-scale monitor: a black to white display with varying shades of gray, ranging from
several shades to thousands, thus being suitable for use in imaging. This type of monitor also may
be referred to as a monochrome display.
HIS (Hospital Information System): an integrated computer-based system to store and
retrieve patient information including laboratory and radiology reports.
Hierarchy of evidence: study designs are often ranked according to their validity, or degree to
which they are not susceptible to bias. The hierarchy indicates which studies should be given the
most weight in a synthesis. Usually, well designed randomized clinical trials are seen as being at
the top of the hierarchy, whereas observational studies or expert opinion are seen as lower down.
Image compression: method to reduce the amount of data needed to reproduce an image.
Image: a computer’s representation of a physical object. For example, when the visual item is a
photograph or radiograph displayed on the computer monitor or stored in a computer file.
K (Kilo): stands for the number one thousand. It is used primarily when referring to computer
storage and memory capacities: for example, 1 Kybte = 1024 bytes.
Laser film scanner: a device that uses a laser beam to convert an image on x-ray into digital
image data.
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Little’s law: an equation used in modeling and evaluating workflow. The equation states that
the average number of jobs in a system is equal to the mean arrival rate of jobs to the system times
the mean time for a job to flow through the system.
Mean: measure of central tendency describing the average value of a group.
Medical informatics: a field of study combining computer science, information science, and
medicine which is concerned with a broad range of issues in the management, use and nature of
biomedical information, and medical computing.
MEDLARS: Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System comprising about 40 computer
databases managed by the National Library of Medicine.
MEDLINE: one of the most popular MEDLARS databases comprising bibliographic citations
published since 1966 from about 3,700 health and biomedical journals.
MeSH: Medical Subject Headings. This is a controlled vocabulary of approximately 15,000
medical terms used to identify the subject content of the medical literature in MEDLARS databases.
Meta-analyses: a statistical analysis of the results of a collection of studies for the purpose of
synthesizing their findings. These are particularly useful in summarizing prior research when
individual studies are too small to yield valid conclusions.
Modem: a device that converts digital signals from a computer to pulse tone signals for
transmission over telephone lines.
Nonrandomized control (concurrent nonrandomized control): a control group that is
observed by a research investigator at the same time as the intervention group, but that was not
established using random assignment of patients to the control and intervention groups.
Differences in the composition of the two groups may result.
Null hypothesis: a statement proposing that the intervention and the outcome being measured
are not associated. This is the basis for the test of statistical significance. Statistical tests attempt to
reject the null hypothesis of no association in favor of an alternative hypothesis that there is an
association.
PACS: picture archiving and communication system.
Patient selection bias: error due to systematic differences between those who are included in
the study and those who are not. This bias may affect the external validity of a study.
Pixel (picture element): the smallest piece of information that can be displayed on a computer
screen. It is the fundamental picture element of a digital image, with the total image being
composed of a large array of pixels.
Phase I, II, III, and IV studies: phases of clinical trials of new drugs in the drug
development and approval process of FDA. Phase I trials are the first experiments in humans and
are primarily concerned with establishing drug safety, metabolism, and dosage range. They are
usually conducted on a small number of normal volunteers (depending on the nature of the drug
and it’s anticipated toxicity). Once safety is established, Phase II trials are then conducted on a
larger number of volunteer patients. These are controlled trials conducted to determine efficacy and
adverse reactions. Once a drug is shown to be reasonably effective and reasonably well-tolerated,
full scale Phase III trials are conducted. These are large, rigorously designed clinical trials to
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verify the efficacy and monitor adverse reactions that were observed in the earlier, more weaklydesigned Phase II trial. Phase IV trials are postmarketing studies to monitor long-term effects.
This classification system has been used for general guidance for clinical trials not related to drugs,
such as for assessing radiation treatment, and, to a lesser extent, for the assessment of new
surgical techniques. It has recently been suggested that a similar classification system be used for
the economic evaluations of promising health care interventions.
Power: the probability of rejecting a null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is indeed false; the
relative frequency with which a true difference of specified size between the comparison groups
would be detected by the intervention or test of interest.
Precision: the reproducibility of the study result, given similar circumstances. This can be
affected by patient and laboratory conditions, inter-observer variation, and intra-observer
variation.
Primary study: an investigation that collects original (primary) data from patients, e.g.,
randomized clinical trials, observational studies, case series, etc.
Resolution: the ability of an imaging system to differentiate between objects.
RIS: Radiology Information System.
Roam and zoom: the ability to select and magnify a region in the display.
ROC curve: receiver operating characteristic curve. A graphic means for assessing the ability of
a diagnostic test to discriminate between disease and no disease. The term “receiver operating
characteristic” comes from psychometry where the characteristic operating response of a receiverindividual to faint stimuli is recorded.
Sample size: the total number of subjects in a study, including both treatment and control
groups.
Sensitivity: the proportion of people who truly have the disease who test positive for the
disease.
Sensitivity analysis: a process through which the robustness of an economic model is
assessed by examining the changes in results of the analysis when key variables are varied over a
specified range.
Specificity: the proportion of people who truly are without the disease who test negative for the
disease.
Statistical power: see Power.
Statistical significance: a conclusion determined by a statistical test that demonstrates whether
a technology or intervention has a true effect on outcome over and above that which would have
occurred by chance alone. Statistical significance does not prove causality nor does it provide
information about the magnitude of the effect, nor is it sufficient to demonstrate the clinical
significance of the technology or intervention on patient outcome.
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Surrogate endpoint (or intermediate outcome): an outcome measure that is used in place
of a primary endpoint (outcome). Examples are decrease in blood pressure as a predictor of
decrease in strokes and heart attacks in hypertensive patients, and increase in T-cell (a type of white
blood cell) counts as an indicator of improved survival of AIDS patients. The use of a surrogate
endpoint assumes that it is a reliable predictor of the primary endpoint(s) of interest.
Technology assessment: any process of examining and reporting properties of a medical
technology used in health care, such as safety, efficacy, feasibility, and indications for use, cost,
and cost-effectiveness, as well as social, economic, and ethical consequences, whether intended or
unintended. Its purpose is to support technology-related policy making in health care.
Technology: the drugs, devices, and medical and surgical procedures used in health care, and
the organizational and supportive systems within which such care is delivered (Office of
Technology Assessment, 1978).
Telemedicine: the use of electronic information and communications technologies to provide
and support health care when distance separates the participants.
Total cost of ownership: a costing approach developed to capture the complete cost of
owning and operating an information technology system. This approach uses classical accounting
methods, and includes not only the vendor costs directly associated to the software and hardware,
but the cost of maintaining and supporting the system, as well as the “productivity effects” of the
system (Deloitte & Touche, 1997).
Validity (of a measurement): the degree to which a measurement truly measures what it
purports to measure.
Validity (of a study): the degree to which the inference drawn from a study is justified.
Internal validity is the degree to which the effect observed in a study can be attributed to the
hypothesized effect under investigation. Internal validity is usually highest in large randomized
controlled trials, and decreases with decreasing scientific rigor. External validity
(generalizability) is the degree to which the results of a study hold true for situations other than
those pertaining to the study, in particular, in routine clinical practice.
Variable costs: costs that change with the level of activity or output. These include the value of
all those goods, services, and inputs in a product line or activity, and are traditionally included in a
cost-effectiveness analysis.
Workstation: a functional grouping of computer hardware and software for individual uses such
as word processing or image viewing.
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